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1 Basic Data Structures

werk in uitvoering.

Ik gebruik vaak nil of Λ om de nul-pointer aan te geven. In modern C++11 de

nullptr, vroeger 0 of NULL.

1.1 Abstract Data Structures

Definition 1.1. An abstract data structure (ADT) is a specification of the values

stored in the data structure as well as a description of the operations that can be

performed.

Thus an ADT is fixed by its domain which describes the values stored, the data

elements and their structure (like set or linear list), and the operations performed

on the data.

In present day C++ the most common abstract data structures are implemented

as template containers with specific member functions. In general if we want to

code a given ADT, the specification fixes the ‘interface’, i.e., the functions and

their types, the representation fixes the constructs used to store the data (arrays,

pointers), while implementation means writing the actual code for the functions

[picture after Stubbs and Webre 1985].

elements

domain operations

data structure

specification

representation

implementation

structure

Stack. The stack keeps a linear sequence of objects. This sequence can be ac-

cessed from one side only, which is called the top of the stack. The behaviour is

called LIFO for last-in-first-out, as the last element added is the first that can be

removed.

The ADT STACK has the following operations:

• INITIALIZE: construct an empty sequence ().
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• ISEMPTY: check whether there the stack is empty, i.e., contains no ele-

ments).

• SIZE: return the number n of elements, the length of the sequence (x1, . . . ,xn).
• TOP: returns the top xn of the list (x1, . . . ,xn). Undefined on the empty

sequence.

• PUSH(x): add the given element x to the top of the sequence (x1, . . . ,xn), so

afterwards the sequence is (x1, . . . ,xn,x).
• POP: removes the topmost xn element of the sequence (x1, . . . ,xn), so after-

wards the sequence is (x1, . . . ,xn−1). Undefined on the empty sequence.

Stacks are implemented using an array or a (singly) linked list. In the array the

topmost symbol is stored as an index to the array, whereas in the linked list there

is a pointer to the topmost element. There is no need to maintain a pointer to the

bottom element.

xn

top

xn−1 x1

Specification. There are several possible notations for pushing x to the stack

S. In classical imperative programming style we write push(S,x), where the

stack S is changed as result of the operation. In object oriented style we tend to

write S.push(x). In functional style we also may write push(S,x), but here

S itself is not changed, instead push(S,x) denotes the resulting stack. We have

to make a distiction between the concept of the stack versus its instantiation in our

preferred programming language.

Languages have been developed to specify the syntax and semantics of ADT’s.

One example is the VDM. Here the specification for the stack.

VDM Vienna Development Method

Stack of N

Function signatures:

init: → Stack

push: N × Stack → Stack

top: Stack → ( N ∪ ERROR )

pop: Stack → Stack

isempty: Stack → Boolean
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Semantics:

top(init()) = ERROR

top(push(i,s)) = i

pop(init()) = init()

pop(push(i, s)) = s

isempty(init()) = true

isempty(push(i, s)) = false

Queue. The queue keeps a linear sequence of objects. Elements can be retrieved

from one end (front), and added to the other end (back). The behaviour is called

FIFO for first-in-first-out, as the elements are removed in the same order as they

have been added.

The ADT QUEUE has the following operations:

• INITIALIZE: construct an empty sequence ().
• ISEMPTY: check whether there the queue is empty, i.e., contains no ele-

ments).

• SIZE: return the number n of elements, the length of the sequence (x1, . . . ,xn).
• FRONT: returns the first element x1 of the sequence (x1, . . . ,xn). Undefined

on the empty sequence.

• ENQUEUE(x): add the given element x to the end/back of the sequence

(x1, . . . ,xn), so afterwards the sequence is (x1, . . . ,xn,x).
• DEQUEUE: removes the first element of the sequence (x1, . . . ,xn), so after-

wards the sequence is (x2, . . . ,xn). Undefined on the empty sequence.

Queues are implemented using a circular array or a (singly) linked list. In

a circular array we keep track of the first and last elements of the queue within

the array. The last element of the array is considered to be followed by the first

array element when used by the queue; hence circular. Be careful: it is hard to

distinguish a ‘full’ queue from an empty one.

x1

first/front

dequeue

x2

last/back

enqueue

xn

A Deque (‘deck’) or double-ended-queue is a linear sequence where only oper-

ations are allowed on either end of the list, thus generalizing both stack and queue.

Usually implemented as circular array or doubly linked list (see also below).
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There is no common naming convention for the operations in various program-

ming languages.

insert remove inspect

back front back front back front

C++ push_back push_front pop_back pop_front back front

Perl push unshift pop shift [-1] [0]

Python append appendleft pop popleft [-1] [0]

List. A Linear List is an ADT that stores (linear) sequences of data elements.

The operations include Initialization, EmptyTest, Retrieval, Change and Deletion

of the value stored at a certain position, Addition of a new value "in between" two

existing values, as well as before the first or after the last position.

Hence, in order to specify the linear list we also require the notion of a po-

sition in the list, to indicate where operations should take place. We also need

instructions that move the position one forward or backward if we want to be able

to traverse the list for inspection. (Such a traversal is not considered necessary for

stacks and queues, where we can only inspect the topmost/front element.)

It is rather tedious to give a good description of a general list and its opera-

tions. We could start with the mathematical concept of a tuple and consider a list

(x1,x2, . . . ,xn), with positions 1,2, . . . ,n. If we now add a new value at the start of

the list it means all other values also have changed position. Not a natural choice

for a programmer who might like to see positions as pointers.

The most common implementation of the linear list is a doubly linked list, with

pointers to the first and last element of the list, and for each element a pointer to

its predecessor and successor (if it exists).

6 13 -2

first

Λ 6 4 Λ

last

Problem. Find an efficient way of generating the Hamming numbers 2i3 j5k,

i, j,k ≥ 0 in sorted order: 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,12,15,16,18,20,24,25, . . ..

Set and Dictionary. A Set is the ADT that matches the mathematical set. So a

Set represents a (finite) collection in a fixed domain (the universe in mathematical

terminology). Basic operations are EmptyTest, Adding and Deleting elements,

and a Membership test to check whether an object belongs to the set.
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A Dictionary (or Associative Array, Map) is a Set that stores (key,value) pairs,

for each key at most one value, so the relation is functional. We may retrieve the

value for a key in the Dictionary, and also delete the pair by specifying the key

(and not its value).

See Chapter ?? for the Set and its implementations.

Priority queue. Priority Queue see Chapter 4 for its definition, and possible

implementations (also part of STL, see below).

1.2 Advanced C++ programming

Take some time to review the Leiden course Programmeertechnieken1 considering

Advanced C++ programming and Modern C++ programming. In particular we are

reminded that C++ is to be considered a federation of programming languages.

This means it still inherits features of good old C, but also includes (1) modern

object-oriented constructs, (2) templates, and (3) the Standard Template Library

(see next section). These latter three concepts are essential for programming data

structures. And, the other way around, choosing the right types in the STL assumes

some knowledge of basic implementations of data structures.

Object Oriented Programming. Get acquainted with important OOP features:

Classes, objects = data + methods. Inheritance. Virtual functions, dynamic bind-

ing, polymorphism. Operator overloading. Friend functions.

Use accessor methods (‘getter’) and mutator methods (‘setter’) to interface

the data in your objects whenever possible. Distinguish them using const at

appropriate places.

Prefer vector and string above the C-style array with its pointer arith-

metic. They are ‘first-class objects’ meaning that they come with copy and as-

signment operators, and comparing them with == will give the expected result

(i.e., it checks whether the strings are equal rather than their addresses).

Templates. Rather than implementing various variants of the same data type for

different data items (stack of integers, stack of strings) modern C++ introduces a

form of generic programming by way of templates. A template is a type parameter

T that is used to define a family of data structures: stack of T.

One distinguishes templated functions and templated data types (classes). A

function max that is defined for every type (as long as it allows comparison of

elements by <) can be defined as follows:

1Het is vervelend dat I&B en I&E dat vak niet in hun eerste jaar volgen, maar later, ná Datas-

tructuren. Het is toch erg belangrijk om de betreffende hoofdstukken door te nemen.
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template <typename T>

T max(T a, T b) { return a>b ? a : b ; }

When we use max(3,7) in our program, the compiler will generate code

for function max(int,int), when we use max(3.0,7.0) we get code for

the function max(float,float). When the parameters are mixed and need

a type conversion, which otherwise is applied automatically, here the compiler

might need some help, and we explicitly write max<float>(3,7.0).

In a similar way one defines and instantiates templated classes.

template <typename Typ>

class Stack {

...

private:

vector<Typ> storage;

}

Stack<int> intStack;

Stack<string> stringStack;

1.3 C++ Standard Template Library STL

The Standard Template Library STL for C++ gives its users some ready-to-use

data structures matching the ADT’s we have seen in the previous section. The

technical details differ at some points though. For example, the STL set is as-

sumed to be over an ordered universe and a simple membership a ∈ A is not pro-

vided. The concepts used in defining the STL include that of container, iterator,

and algorithm.

The container is like an ADT. It specifies the domain of the data structure,

the data elements and the internal structure of the data (e.g., it may be linear,

linked, ordered, etc.). Like its name promises, the STL is implemented using tem-

plates, making the library very flexible. With each container comes a collection of

member functions to manipulate and access the data. Naming of the functions is

consistent, so that the equivalent functions on different containers have the same

name. As an example all (but one?) containers have size and empty member

functions.

An iterator provides access to the separate elements in a container. Although

internally the iterator may be implemented as either an index to an array or as

a pointer to a linked structure this is not visible in the definitions. This makes

changing internal implementation feasible.

The container class templates can be divided into several categories.
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helper: pair

sequences:

contiguous: array (fixed length), vector (flexible length),

deque (double ended),

linked: forward_list (single), list (double)

adaptors: based on one of the sequences:

stack (LIFO), queue (FIFO),

based on binary heap: priority_queue

associative: based on balanced trees:

set, map, multiset, multimap

unordered: based on hash table:

unordered_set, unordered_map, unordered_multiset,

unordered_multimap

Figure 1: STL containers

Sequences. The array<T, N> is fixed size, ‘contiguous’ sequence (of N el-

ements of type T), while vector<T> is flexible sequence, efficiently resizing

when needed. The underlying implementation is a classical array. It is possible

to insert elements at an arbitrary position but this will not be efficient since all

successive ellements have to be moved. The at(·) operator references an ele-

ment with bound check and may signal out of range. The classic operator [·] still

works, but does not care about bounds.

The double ended queue deque<T> in the STL is a little bit curious. It

promises to behave like a vector that also efficiently allows adding elements in

front, but these elements are not guaranteed to be stored consecutively. Different

from the ADT we have seen in the previous section, each element of the deque

can be accessed by [·] and we may insert and delete at any position (this may be

inefficient though).

Linked implementations of sequences are provided by the singly linked forward_list<T>,

and the doubly linked list<T>.

Adaptors. These provide a new interface to an existing class. For instance a

stack<T> provides functions empty, size, top, push, and pop based on a

deque<T>, while hiding the old functionality of the vector. In particular, except

for the top element we cannot access any of the elements. This mechanism is

called encapsulation. It is possible to build the stack on top of a vector or

list.
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In a similar way queue<T> and priority_queue<T> are provided. Note

encapsulation is particularly important for the priority queue. In order to operate

efficiently the data structure is implemented as binary heap, and it is essential that

the user will not distroy that ordering.

Associative. These containers are called associative as they store data items that

are retrieved by the value of that element, not by its position in the container.

The set<T> implements the mathematical set, containing unique ‘keys’. Un-

like the mathematical concept it is assumed that the set is from an ordered uni-

verse. The elements stored in ordered fashion, typically implemented as balanced

search tree, like the AVL tree or red-black tree.

The ordering of the elements ensures that iterating over a set will visit its

elements in order. A multiset<T> allows multiple occurrences of a single key.

For (key,value) pairs we have map<Key, T>. The operator [·] returns the value

for a given key. (Curiously it also adds that key to the map when it is not present!

To test whether the key is present one seems to use find or count. Strange.)

Also available multimap<Key, T>.

Unordered. If one does not need to access elements in an ordered fashion im-

plementations based on hash tables are provided, like unordered_set<T>,

unordered_multiset<T> (hash table with buckets), unordered_map<Key,

T> and unordered_multimap.

In the unordered associative containers the user can provide a specific hash-

function, like in the ordered containers one may provide a key comparison opera-

tor <.

Note this is the C++11 version of the STL: array, forward_list and

unordered containers where added in that edition.

Collections Framework. A similar approach is taken in Java, in the Collections

Framework. Here an overview table of data structures and their implementations.

Quite similar.
Interface Hash Table Resizable Array Balanced Tree Linked List Hash Table + Linked List

Set HashSet TreeSet LinkedHashSet

List ArrayList LinkedList

Deque ArrayDeque LinkedList

Map HashMap TreeMap LinkedHashMap

1.4 Trees and their Representations

Trees are graphs with an hierarchical stucture used to represent data structures. In

the following chapters we will see many types of trees.

Some trees have structural restrictions:

• on the number of children in each node (binary, B-trees)
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STL vector of pair

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

#include <queue>

using namespace std;

using paar = pair<string, unsigned int>; // replacing typedef

int main() {

vector <paar> club // ’modern’ initialization

{ {"Jan", 1}, {"Piet", 6}, {"Katrien", 5}, {"Ramon", 2}, {"Mo", 4} };

for (auto& mem: club) { // range based for-loop

cout << mem.first << " " ;

}

cout << endl;

return 0;

}

Jan Piet Katrien Ramon Mo http://cpp.sh/5ncup

STL priority_queue

class Comp {

public:

int operator() ( const paar& p1, const paar& p2 ) {

return p1.second < p2.second;

}

};

int main() {

vector <paar> club // ’modern’ initialization

{ {"Jan", 1}, {"Piet", 6}, {"Katrien", 5}, {"Ramon", 2}, {"Mo", 4} };

using pqtype = priority_queue< paar, vector <paar>, Comp > ;

pqtype pq (club.begin(), club.end() ); // wow! converts into priority_queue

while ( !pq. empty() ) {

cout << pq.top().first << " (" << pq.top().second << ") ";

pq.pop();

}

return 0;

}

Piet (6) Katrien (5) Mo (4) Ramon (2) Jan (1)

http://cpp.sh/34b52

Figure 2: STL example with pair, vector, and priority_queue of

pair’s, where the second component gives the priority. Also note the cool C++11

features highlighted in the comments.
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• on the number of nodes in each subtree (AVL-tree, B-tree)

• complete trees (binary heap)

In general structural restrictions work well to make access of keys fast, but

updating the data structure might be complicated as we have to adhere to the

restrictions.

Also trees usually have restrictions on the placement of data in the nodes.

• In a binary search tree the keys in the left subtree are smaller than the key

at the root of the subtree, and the keys in the right subtree are larger than the

key at the root. This is a good organization to find arbitrary keys in the tree.

• In a tree with max-heap ordering [not necessarily complete] the keys at the

children of a node are smaller than the key at the node. There is no left-

right ordering. This is geared towards finding the maximal element, not for

finding arbitrary keys.

5
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23

5

10

7

70

26

30

83

39

45

37

3

23

Full binary trees. A binary tree is full if each node is either a leaf (has no

children) or has two children. (This is sometimes called a 2-tree.) Every binary

tree can be made into a full tree in a systematic way by adding leafs below the

current nodes. Sometimes these new leafs are depicted in a different way to show

they are special.
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Figure 3: Various trees: (1) height-balanced AVL-tree and B-tree, used to rep-

resent sets; (2) trees for text compression: Huffman and ZLW algorithms; (3)

expression tree.
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It is a mathematical fact that if the tree has n nodes, the extended tree has n+1

leaves.

Complete binary trees. Binary trees can be represented in an array (of nodes)

using a numbering known from genealogy2.

4

8 9

5

10 11

6

12 13

7

14 15

2 3

1

8

98 55

24

10 19

3

5 55

3

11 41

42 17

33

33
1

42
2

17
3

8
4

24
5

3
6

3
7

98
8

55
9

10
10

19
11

5
12

55
13

11
14

41
15

In this way the children of node i are 2i and 2i+1, the parent of node i equals

⌊i/2⌋. (Yes, some people start numbering the root with 0: the changes are simple.)

In this way we can store the information of the each node in the corresponding po-

sition of an array, without providing explicit links between parents and children.

This approach will waste a lot of space when the tree has relatively many miss-

ing children. It will work well for a complete binary tree, like in case of the

binary heap.

Binary tree repesentation. The ‘common’ tree in computer science is the bi-

nary tree as represented by nodes with left and right links to children.

2Wiki knowledge: It seems the first Ahnentafel using this numbering system was published in

1590 by Michael Eytzinger in Thesaurus principum hac aetate in Europa viventium Cologne/Köln
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template <class T>

class BinKnp {

\\ CONSTRUCTOR

BinKnp ( const T& i,

BinKnp<T> *l = nullptr, \\ default

BinKnp<T> *r = nullptr )

: info(i) \\ constructor type T

{ links = l; rechts = r;

}

private: \\ DATA

T info;

BinKnp<T> *links, *rechts;

};

Left-child right-sibling binary tree. A trick to represent trees with no bound

on the number of children as binary trees. Following links to the left we find the

list of siblings, the children of a node. The link to the left points to the list of

children of that node. Although this looks like a binary tree, the meaning of left

and right are replaced by a new interpretation. [zie Algoritmiek]

a

b

c

d

e

f

g h

a

b

c

d

e

f

g h

a

b

c d

e f

g

h

Trie. Pronounced like tree, as in retrieval. compact trie

Example 1.2. For the set {pot,potato,pottery,tattoo,tempo}
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p t

o

t

$

attoo$

empo$

ato$

tery$

♦

References. See PROGRAMMEERMETHODEN Week 12: Datastructuren: stapels,

rijen en binaire bomen

See PROGRAMMEERTECHNIEKEN Week 4, 5: Advanced C++ programming; Week

6: Modern C++ programming

See C++ REFERENCE http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/stl/
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Opgave

a) Wat is een abstracte datastructuur (ADT) ?

b) Beschrijf de ADT stapel (=stack) en schets twee geschikte implementaties.

c) Beschrijf de ADT union-find (=disjoint sets) en geef een passende imple-

mentatie. Bij welk algoritme heeft union-find een belangrijke toepassing?

Jan 2015

a) Beschrijf de abstracte datastructuur Rij (=Queue): wat wordt opgeslagen,

wat zijn de standaard operaties (en wat doen ze)? Schets twee bekende

implementaties.

b) Beschrijf de abstracte datastructuur Priority Queue: wat wordt opgeslagen,

wat zijn de standaard operaties (en wat doen ze)? Leg uit hoe een binaire

zoekboom gebruikt kan worden om de Priority Queue te implementeren.

c) Bij een splay tree worden sleutels nadat ze gevonden zijn ‘omhoog gero-

teerd’. Beschrijf de benodigde operaties: zig-zag en zig-zig.

d) Teken een lineaire boom van zeven knopen, met alleen rechter kinderen.

Pas de splay operaties toe op de laagste sleutel in de boom.

Mrt 2015
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2 Tree Traversal

A tree traversal is a systematic way to visit all nodes of a tree. In this way we

– can obtain information about the values stored in the tree,

– can verify or update the structure of the tree,

but most of all, we learn techniques that can be extended to general graphs.

2.1 Recursion

For binary trees there are three natural, recursive, orders to visit the nodes in the

tree.

• preorder ( VLR, visit-left-right )

• inorder, or symmetric order ( LVR )

• postorder ( LRV )

This immediately translates into a recursive algorithm, below, with an “itera-

tive picture” on the right.
recursive

traversal( node )

if (node != nil)

then

pre-visit( node ) // first

traversal( node.left )

in-visit( node ) // second

traversal( node.right )

post-visit( node ) // third

fi

end // traversal

pre

in

post

Example 2.1. Preorder, inorder, and postorder numbers.

preorder
a b d h i e k c f g l

h

d

i

b

k

e

a

f

c

g

l4

3

5

2

7

6

1

9

8

10

11

inorder
h d i b k e a f c g i

h

d

i

b

k

e

a

f

c

g

l
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

postorder
h i d k e b f l g c a

h

d

i

b

k

e

a

f

c

g

l1

3

2

6

4

5

11

7

10

9

8

♦
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2.2 Using a Stack

Preorder. An iterative algorithm walks over the tree, stepping from node to

node, inspecting (“visiting”) the node at the proper moment. For a preorder walk

we may treat the stack as if it is a stack of recursive procedure calls. Pop a node,

visit it, and push its both children. Repeat. Alternatively we may unroll the tail

recursion: the last node pushed is immediately popped, so we immediately move

to it. So we push the right children of the visited nodes onto a stack, while contin-

uing to the left. When a branch ends we pop the last node from the stack (which

will be the right child of the last node where we went left). Of course both these

variants this can be “optimized” by not pushing nil-pointers onto the stack.

pre-order

iterative-preorder( root )

S : Stack

S.create()

S.push( root )

while ( not S.isEmpty() )

do

node = S.pop()

if (node != nil)

then

visit( node ) // pre-order

S.push( node.right )

S.push( node.left )

fi

do

end // iterative-preorder

pre-order (2)

iterative-preorder( root )

S : Stack

S.create()

S.push( root )

while ( not S.isEmpty() )

do

node = S.pop()

while (node != nil)

do

visit( node ) // pre-order

S.push( node.right )

node = node.left

od

do

end // iterative-preorder [bis]

Inorder. For inorder traversal we have to revisit a node when backing up in the

tree, and cannot move directly to the child that is stored on the stack as in the

preorder method. Thus we construct a stack, containing the predecessors of the

currently visited node at the points where the path moves to the left. The loop

that makes these leftward excursions occurs twice in the algorithm (for finding

the first node and for finding the successor node) and can be folded together. [I do

not know whether this compact code is better to understand, though.]
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in-order

iterative-inorder( root )

S : Stack

S.create()

node = root

// move to first node (left-most)

while (node != nil)

do

S.push( node )

node = node.left

od

while ( not S.isEmpty() )

do

node = S.pop()

visit( node ) // inorder

node = node.right

while (node != nil)

do

S.push( node )

node = node.left

od

do

end // iterative-inorder

in-order (2)

iterative-inorder( root )

S : Stack

S.create()

node = root;

while (node != nil

or not S.isEmpty() )

do

if (node != nil)

then

S.push( node )

node = node.left

else

node = S.pop()

visit( node ) // inorder

node = node.right

fi

od

end // iterative-inorder [bis]

Postorder. The stack contains the complete path to the present node. In each

step we “peek” at the top of the stack (with the father of the current node) to

see at which side the current node is with respect to its father. This determines

whether we have visited the current node for the second or for the third time. In

these cases we either go right, or visit the current node, and go up by popping the

topmost node.

post-order

iterative-postorder( root )

S : Stack; // contains path from root

S.create();

last = nil

node = root

while (not S.isEmpty() or node != nil)

do

if (node != nil)

then

S.push(node)

node = node.left

else

peek = S.top()

if (peek.right != nil and last != peek.right)

// right child exists AND traversing from left, move right

then

node = peek.right

else

visit(peek) // postorder

last = S.pop()

fi

fi

od

end // iterative-postorder
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The generic tree-walk that visits each node three times, scanning the ‘bound-

ary’ of the tree, has the following instructions. See also later.
visit test direction stack new visit

1 has left child down-left push 1

left Λ (stay) 2

2 has right child down-right push 1

right Λ (stay) 3

3 is left child up pop 2

is right-child up pop 3

With this schedule we can design an old fashioned representation of the algo-

rithm. Since there are two ‘up’ instructions, we combine them and then test

left/right child at the previous node!

1 2

3

go left

go right

has left

Y N

has right

Y

N

post visit

go up

was leftY N

Note that the ‘has right’ and ‘was left’ tests can be cleverly combined.

Drozdek tests ‘was left’ by keeping track of the last visited node.

postorder (Drozdek)

template<class T>

void BST<T>::iterativePostorder() {

Stack<BSTNode<T>*> travStack;

BSTNode<T>* p = root, *q = root;

while (p != 0) {

for ( ; p->left != 0; p = p->left)

travStack.push(p);

while (p->right == 0 || p->right == q) {

visit(p);

q = p;

if (travStack.empty())

return;

p = travStack.pop();

}

travStack.push(p);

p = p->right;

}

}

Figure 4: Deriving postorder traversal.
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2.3 Using Link-Inversion

Link-inversion is a binary tree-traversal technique where no additional stack is

used. Instead, the stack is threaded through the tree by temporarily inverting the

links.

Link-Inversion in Linear lists

We first illustrate the technique using a linear list. During traversal the links form

two paths, one back to the initial node, one forward to the last node. Using this

method we can only perform one traversal in the list. Note we need two pointers

to the list: to keep track of the visited node curr and its predecessor prev. We

can move up and down the list, the situation is symmetric.

X

first

X X

prev

X

curr

X X

X X X X

prev

X

curr

X

Figure 5: Moving the current position curr in a linked list using link-inversion.

Link-Inversion in Binary trees

Features:

• path to visited node inverted, to function as stack

• one bit per node (along the inverted path) to distinguish left/right

children

• as the structure is disturbed we can perform only a single traver-

sal at a time

• global visit counter; algorithm can be used in pre-order, in-order

or post-order fashion.

We perform the standard iterative traversal for binary trees where each node is vis-

ited three times. We keep a global visit counter that is updated every step. At each

moment we know the visit number at the current node, and we act accordingly,

moving left, right or up.
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Along the path from the root to the currently visited node curr the links are

inverted. This means the pointer no longer indicates its child along the path but

rather points to its parent. When we back-up to the root we need to be able to

distinguish which pointer is inverted, and we use one bit of information at each

node, called the tag. (At the time the algorithm was developed the bit was hard

coded inside the pointer using bits not needed to store the physical address.) The

tag has value 0 if the path to the current node continues with the left child, and

has value 1 otherwise. Tags not on the path from the root to the current node are

undefined.

The basic structure of the algorithm is given by the following table. When

one of the children is missing we skip to the next visit at the current node. When

moving up from a node that has been visited three times we have to determine

whether the node itself is left or right child of its parent. This is determined by

looking at the tag of the parent.

visit direction visit at next node

1 down-left 1

(stay) 2 node has no left-child

2 down-right 1

(stay) 3 node has no right-child

3 up 2 at left-child tag-parent=0

3 at right-child tag-parent=1

The basic steps to move to the next node during the traversal are sketched in

Figure 7, while some algorithmic details are given in Listing 6.

Problem. The algorithm uses the tag at the parent pointer to distinguish whether

te return from a left or right child. Now imagine the tree is a binary search tree, that

is, the keys are ordered consistent with the inorder, see Section ??. The question

is now: can we avoid the tag when doing link-inversion?

2.4 Using Inorder Threads

Features:

• threads: use instead of nil-pointers to indicate inorder successors

• can be used to perform stack-less traversal

• need one bit per node to mark thread

From basic tree combinatorics we know that a tree with n nodes has n−1 leaves.

Now, a binary tree with n nodes has 2n pointers, of which n−1 are used as edges.
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link inversion

if (Root != nil)

then

Parent = nil;

Pres = Root;

Visit = 1;

Done = false;

do

switch (Visit)

case 1: // pre-order

Next = Curr->Left;

if (Next == nil)

then Visit = 2;

else Curr->Left = Parent = Curr = Next;

fi

case 2: // in-order, symmetric

[...]

case 3: // post-order

if (Parent != nil)

then if (Parent->Tag == 0)

then Help = Parent->Left = Curr = Parent = Help;

Visit = 2;

else Parent->Tag = 0;

Help = Parent->Right = Curr = Parent = Help;

fi

else Done = true; // Visit==3 & Parent==nil

fi

endswitch

until (Done)

fi

Figure 6: ALGORITHM: binary tree traversal with link-inversion
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(0)

tag = 0

tag = 1

parent

(x) curr

(1)

tag = 0

tag = 1

(x)

tag = 0

parent

curr

(2)

tag = 0

tag = 1

(x)

tag = 0

parent

curr

(3)

tag = 0

parent

curr

(x)

Figure 7: Link-inversion. (0) Visit at node x. Immediately after visit k = 1,2,3:

(1) move down-left (2) move down-right (3) move up, as right child.
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nil

Figure 8: Binary tree with forward inorder threads (dashed)

That means that half of the pointers in a binary tree implementation have no direct

use.

We enrich the standard representation by adding threads pointing to inorder

successors. So, in each node that has no right child we replace the right nil-pointer

by a reference to the inorder successor of the node. Additionally we introduce a

new field for nodes, a boolean, to distinguish threads from edges. For consistency

the successor of the last node (in inorder) is taken to be nil. It is marked as thread.

Here we consider right (forward) threads only; there is the possibility to consider

also left threads to inorder predecessors.

In Figure 8 we show an example of a binary tree where right threads have been

inserted: they are dashed (and point upwards).

Traversal. The additional information stored in threaded trees makes tree traver-

sal possible without recursion or external stack. To find the inorder successor of

a node we consider two cases, see Figure 9. When the node has a right child the

successor of that node is the leftmost node of the right subtree; this is not neces-

sarily a leaf, the leftmost node may have itself a right subtree. When the node has

no right child the successor is directly stored as thread. In Listing 10 one finds the

traversal algorithm using (inorder) threads.

Dynamic trees. Usually trees are dynamic: nodes are added and deleted. When

a tree is stored using threads we have to update the threads when the trees is

changed. This does not only mean we have to add threads when a node is added,

but also, e.g., that we have to think what happens to a thread that points to a node

that is deleted.
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curr

succ

succ

curr

Figure 9: The inorder successor succ for node curr (a) when curr has a right

child succ is the leftmost node in the right subtree of curr (b) when curr has

a right thread, curr itself is the rightmost node in the left subtree of succ. Note

the symmetry.

inorder threads

// assuming Root != nil

Curr = Root;

// to first position in inorder

while (Curr->Left != nil)

do Curr = Curr->Left;

od

while (Curr != nil)

do inOrderVisit( Curr );

if (Curr->Isthread)

// to inorder successor

then Curr = Curr->Right;

else Curr = Curr->Right;

while (Curr->Left != nil)

do Curr = Curr->Left;

od

fi

od

Figure 10: ALGORITHM: binary tree traversal using threads
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Exercises. How to locate the parent of a node in a threaded tree? Can we per-

form other traversals (preorder, postorder) using inorder threads? Can we add

preorder threads, and do preorder traversals? Same question with postorder.

How to recognize unmarked threads? In the proposed representation threads

are flagged, to distinguish them from proper edges. However, if threads would not

have been marked, it is still possible to separate threads from edges, at the cost of

additional work. Reconsider Figure 9(b). (1) If a node curr has a right thread

we can follow the thread to succ and return to the node by first moving to the left

child and then repeatedly moving to the right. (2) On the other hand, when node

curr has a right child, moving right then left, we will end up in the right subtree

of curr. That grandson is an inorder successor of curr. From now on moving

right will always lead to nodes later in the inorder. Hence we never move back to

where we started, and eventually we reach nil.

This is in no way efficient.

curr

x

Figure 11: Node curr has a right child. The

right-left grandson x follows curr in in-

order. Following right from that points leads

to nodes that are always later in inorder.

Morris traversal. Using the thread technology it is possible to traverse the tree

in inorder by temporarily adding threads to the tree. Each time we step downwards

into a left subtree we add a thread from the rightmost node in the subtree to the

current node. This thread will enable us to exit from the subtree when it has been

visited. At the moment when the thread is followed it is removed. Of course we

constantly have to check whether right links are either edge or thread.

There is a very clever implementation of this idea3, see Algorithm 12. Observe

that when we reach a node from above from the parent, or from below from the

successor via a thread, this will always be the first or second visit to this node. So

3To be honest, I got this from Youtube.
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we want to distinguish between these two. When the node has no left child, we

cannot return to it from the left subtree, so we have consecutive first and second

visits: do the inorder visit, and go right (we do not know whether that follows an

edge or a thread, but we will find out).

Otherwise, from the current node, look for the predecessor (the rightmost node

in the left subtree, which exists as the left child is present). In case this rightmost

node, the predecessor, has a right nil-pointer, we have never been in the left subtree

and we add a thread from perdecessor to current node, and continue with the left

child (in its fisrt visit). Alternatively, the predecessor has a right link to the current

node, a thread. Thus we have completed that left subtree. hence we remove the

thread, visit the current node, and move right from the current node.

References. A. PERLIS & C. THORNTON. Symbol manipulation by threaded

trees. Communications of the ACM 4 195–204 (1960)

J.M. MORRIS. Traversing binary trees simply and cheaply. Information Process-

ing Letters 9 197–200 (1979)

See DROZDEK Section 6.4.3: Traversal through tree transformation. Note the

book considers this traversal as ‘tree transformation’, which is technically correct,

but the connection to threads may help understanding the algorithm.

See KNUTH Section 2.3.1: Traversal binary trees. Algorithm S.

D. GORDON. Eliminating the flag in threaded binary search trees. Information

Processing Letters 23 209–214 (1986) “. . . allows us to distinguish efficiently be-

tween a thread and a right-son pointer during searching or insertion” [I have to

check this out. HJH]
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no left subtree:

1st ánd 2nd visit
go right

(by edge or by thread)

Λ
Curr

new subtree: 1st visit
construct thread

go left

Λ

Curr

Pred

been there: 2nd visit
delete thread

go right

Curr

Pred

Morris traversal

Curr = Root;

while (Curr != nil)

do if (Curr->left = nil)

then inOrderVisit( Curr )

Curr = Curr->right

else

// find predecessor

Pred = Curr->Left

while (Pred->right != Curr && Pred->right != nil)

do Pred = Pred->right

od

if (Pred->right=nil)

then // no thread: subtree not yet visited

Pred->right = Curr

Curr = Curr->left

else // been there, remove thread

Pred->right = nil

inOrderVisit( Curr )

Curr = Curr->right

fi

fi

od

Figure 12: ALGORITHM: Morris tree traversal using temporary threads
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Opgave

a) Leg uit welke knopen van de boom er op de stapel staan gedurende de iter-

atieve pre-orde wandeling die gebruik maakt van een stapel.

Idem voor de iteratieve in-orde (symmetrische) wandeling.

b) Er is een ‘generiek’ boom-wandel algoritme waarin elke knoop driemaal

wordt bezocht (zoals we uitgewerkt hebben bij link-omkering). Maak daar-

voor de volgende tabel af, met de globale bezoek-teller visit.

visit node-test direction new visit

1 . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

(Alleen de tabel is voldoende, met enige uitleg.)

Jan 2017

We kijken naar een symmetrisch(=inorde) bedrade boom (inorder threads)

met alleen draden naar rechts.

a) Neem onderstaande binaire boom over en voeg passende draden toe.

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

b) Geef een algoritme dat een symmetrische wandeling uitvoert op een bedrade

boom, zonder stapel of recursie te gebruiken.

c) Neem aan dat de boom een binaire zoekboom is. Laat zien hoe we een

waarde aan de boom toevoegen. Zorg ervoor dat de bedrading van de boom

correct blijft.

Jan 2015
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3 Balancing Binary Trees

3.1 Tree rotation

In order to obtain new tree structures for the same set of keys we use a simple

operation which changes the structure of a tree, while keeping the inorder of the

nodes intact. Below we see single rotation at p to the left, or (read in reverse)

a single rotation at q to the right. Note the operation changes the root of the

(sub)tree, a detail which is important when implementing it: we need access to

the parent in order to change the link.

The structure of the trees can be described as T1 p(T2 qT3) and (T1 pT2)qT3,

respectively. Thus tree rotations are a form of associativity. It is a crucial obser-

vation that the inorder in both trees reads T1 pT2 qT3.

p

q
T1

T2 T3

⇐⇒ p

q

T1 T2

T3

Rotations are “universal”, in the sense that every binary tree can be trans-

formed into another binary tree (with the same number of nodes) using rotations.

This is because each binary tree can be transformed into a right-linear one (which

has only descendants to the right) by repeatedly rotating to the right at any node

that has a left child.

Perfect trees. A perfect binary tree Tn of height n has n levels, each of which is

completely filled. Such a tree has 2n−1 nodes, we assume here they are numbered

1,2, . . . ,2n−1. Rotating it into a right-linear tree can be done systematically: First

rotate halfway, at the root which has number 2n−1. Then repeat at the new root

and two descendant to the right at k · 2n−2, k = 1,2,3; again at the new root and

six descendants to the right at k ·2n−3, k = 1, . . .7; etcetera.

Reversing the process we can make a perfect balanced tree out of a linear one

in a very systematic way, alternatingly rotating nodes on the rightmost “backbone”

of the tree.

8

4

8

12

2
4

6
8

10
12

14
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References. See DROZDEK 6.7.1 The DSW Algorithm.

T.J. ROLFE. One-Time Binary Search Tree Balancing: The Day/Stout/Warren

(DSW) Algorithm. Inroads (ACM SIGCSE) 34 (2002) 85–88. [Special Interest

Group for Computer Science Education]

3.2 AVL Trees

Features:

• Height balanced binary search tree, logarithmic height and search

time.

• Rebalancing after adding a key using (at most) one single/double

rotation at the lowest unbalanced node on the path to the new

key.

Definition 3.1. An AVL-tree is a binary search tree in which for each node the

heights of both its subtrees differ by at most one. The difference in height at a

node in a binary tree (right minus left) is called the balance factor of that node.

These trees are named after their inventors, Adelson-Velsky and Landis4. En-

forcing the structure ensures the tree is balanced, in the sense that the height of

the tree is roughly logaritmic in the number of nodes, guaranteeing logarithmic

tree search, while on the other hand the structure is not too strict, and updates for

adding and deleting a node can also be performed in logaritmic time.

Example 3.2. An AVL-tree; nodes numbered in inorder. With each node we give

its balance factor (except for the leaves, where it is 0).

6
+1

3
0

9
+1

2
-1

5

-1
8

-1
11

+1

1 4 7 10 12
+1

13

♦
4Адельсон-Вельский and Ландис – the transcription of the Russian differs (I can’t type

Russian, but copy-paste works fine in modern LATEX).
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Minimal and maximal trees. For a given height h, the AVL tree with the max-

imal number of nodes has all its balance factors equal to 0, the tree is perfectly

balanced, and contains 2h −1 nodes.

For a given height h, the AVL tree with the minimal number of nodes has all

its balance factors equal to ±1 (except the leaves). A tree with this shape is called

a Fibonacci tree. It can be defined recursively. The Fibonacci trees F0 and F1

consist of no nodes, and one node, respectively. Fibonacci tree Fh+1 consists of a

root, and two subtrees which are equal to Fh and Fh−1, respectively.

If we denote the number of nodes in Fh by fh, then we have fh+1 = 1+ fn +
fh−1, or ( fh+1 + 1) = ( fh + 1)+ ( fh−1 + 1), with ( f0 + 1) = 1 and ( f1 + 1) = 2:

the recursion of the Fibonacci numbers! But starting two positions later.

Let Φn be the nth Fibonacci number (starting with Φ0 = 0 and Φ1 = 1).

According to Binet’s formula the Φn equals Φn = 1√
5
(ϕn + (1 − ϕ)n) , where

ϕ = 1+
√

5
2

≈ 1.62. Note that (1−ϕ)n ≈ 0.62n → 0 as n → ∞. So, for large n,

Φn ≈ ϕn
√

5
.

Then fh + 1 = Φh+2 ≈ ϕ2
√

5
ϕh ≈ 1.17 · 1.62h. This is the minimal number of

nodes in an AVL-tree of height h. As we have seen earlier that the maximum

number of nodes is 2n − 1, both bounds grow exponentially with h. Conversely,

this shows the height h of the AVL tree is logarithmic in the number of nodes.

In the picture below we draw a Fibonacci tree of height 5, and each node

marked h is a Fibonacci tree of height h.

5

2 8

1 3 6 10

4 7 9 11

12

Fh

Fh−2 Fh−1

This analysis gives a rather precise value for the minimal number of nodes in

an AVL tree of height h. A quick and easy observation shows that in an AVL tree

of height 2h−1 or height 2h the top h levels are completely filled, so f2h ≥ 2h−1.

Thus, we easily obtain a logarithmic bound on the length of the longest path in

the tree given its number of nodes.
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3.3 Adding a Key to an AVL Tree

As a AVL tree is a binary search tree, adding a key has to take place at a leaf

which is in the proper position of the inorder of keys. After adding the key the

AVL property may no longer hold. We then have to restructure the tree. It turns

out that it suffices to perform an operation at a single node on the path from root

to the fresh leaf. We discuss here how that position can be found.

Bottom-up view. After inserting the new key we follow the path from the new

leaf back to the root, and see how the new balance factors are computed; and in

particular where rebalancing has to take place. For simplicity we assume that the

new key has been inserted into the left subtree, and also that the balance has been

decreased (i.e., the height of left subtree has increased). Note that balance factors

outside the path from the root to the new leaf are not changed.

a)

p

+1/0

T1 T2

b)

p

0/−1

T1 T2

c)

p

−1/−2

T1 T2

=⇒ q
0

T1 T2

We distinguish three cases:

a) balance old/new +1/0. Balance OK, the height of this tree did not change:

STOP, the balance factors above this point do not change.

b) balance old/new 0/−1. Balance OK, the height of this tree increased, CON-

TINUE to father.

c) balance old/new −1/− 2, then changed to 0. New balance out of bounds.

A rotation will restore balance (explaned later) and the new balance at this

point will become 0. Moreover the rebalanced tree at this point has the same

height as the original tree; STOP, the balance factors above this point do not

change.

From this overview we learn an important fact: at most a single rebalance

operation is needed, at the lowest point on the path from the root to the new leaf

where the original balance was not 0. At this point the balance ±1 either improves

to 0 (and we stop) or changes to inadmissible ±2, where we rebalance (and stop).
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The new balance factors below this point become ±1 depending on the side the

path continues.

We did not yet explain how to rebalance, which we will do shortly.

Example 3.3. A tree that results from adding a key 11 to an AVL-tree, with before

and after balance factors given. The resulting tree is out of balance. It can be

rebalanced by a single rotation at the root to the left.

4
+1/+2

2
0

7
0/+1

1 3 6
-1

9
0/+1

5 8 10
0/+1

11new

4
0

2
0

7
0

1 3

6-1

9
+1

5

8 10
+1

11

♦

We give the final details of the algorithm that rebalances the tree after addition

of a key, by specifying the operation performed in case c) above, at the lowest node

that is out of balance. In order to do so, we use the double rotation as described in

Figure 13. A double rotation is in fact a combination of a left and a right rotation.

The precise rotation chosen depends not only on the subtree where the key was

added, but also on the subtree chosen a level below that. We distinguish the LL

and LR cases. Note that the diagrams do not only specify the rotation chosen,

but also the new balance factors. The can be “hard coded” and do not have to be

recomputed. The RR and RL cases are not specified here, they are mirror images

of the given two cases.

LL-case. At the lowest non-zero balance, the key moves left-left. We perform a

single rotation to the right, as sketched. Balance OK, the height of this tree did

not change: STOP, the balance factors above this point do not change.
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T4

T2T1

T3

=⇒

p left

=⇒

r right
q

p

T1 T2

r

T3 T4

Figure 13: Tree rotation: double rotation at r to the right; it is composed of two

single rotations. One at p to the left, followed by one at r to the right.

p
0/-1

q
-1/-2

=⇒ p 0

q 0
T1

T2

LR-cases. At the lowest non-zero balance, the key moves left-right. We perform

a double rotation to the right, as sketched. If we want to know the new balance

factors we have to look at the next level, see the diagrams. Balance OK, the height

of this tree did not change: STOP, the balance factors above this point do not

change. This LR-case includes an additional situation where q itself was inserted,

see bottom diagram.
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Example 3.4. A tree that results from adding a key 5 to an AVL-tree, with before

and after balance factors given. The resulting tree is out of balance. It can be

rebalanced by a double rotation at the root to the left.
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♦

Implementation. At each node the balance factor has to be known. It is suffi-

cient to store the values 0,±1 as we have shown here, but some implementations

find it worthwhile to explicitly store the height at each subtree. Our sketch is close

to an iterative implementation, but elegant recursive solutions are possible.
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3.4 Deletion in an AVL Tree

When deleting a node in an AVL tree one usually reduces to the case where the

node has only a single child, like for general BST’s. However apart from main-

taining the inorder of keys here we additionally need to restructure the tree when

it has become unbalanced. This can be done by careful case analysis, like in the

case of addition. Here however it is not enough to rebalance at a single node.

Instead after rotation the final subtree may be less tall than the original subtree.

That means that also one level up the balance factors have to be addressed. Nev-

ertheless, as the height of the tree is logarithmic, also the number of operations

here is logarithmic at most.

Some people prefer lazy deletion, where a key keeps its position in the tree,

but is marked as “deleted”. The drawback of this choice is that the tree will keep

growing when insertions and deletions are used intensively.

Example 3.5. Consider the AVL tree below. (Note it accidentally is ‘minimal’,

i.e., of Fibonacci proportion, see Section 3.2.) Delete key 12 from the AVL tree.

At its parent, node 11, the tree becomes unbalanced. We are in a LR situation

(which can be seen by the balance factors at 11 and 9), hence we do a double

rotation to the right at 11.

5
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3
-1

8
-1

1
+1

4

7-1

11
-1

2

6

9

+1

12

10

5
-1

3
-1

8
-1

1
+1

4

7-1

11
-2

2

6

9

+1

10

In the resulting tree the height at 11 has decreased by 1. As a result the balance

at parent 8 changes to −2. We have to rebalance at 8, the root. If we inspect the

balance factors at 8 and 5 we see we are in a LL case: a single rotation at 8 to the

right is applied.
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Figure 14: Deletion in AVL-trees.
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References. G.M. ADEL’SON-VEL’SKIĬ, E.M. LANDIS: An algorithm for or-

ganization of information, Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR 146 (1962) 263–266.
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(Доклады Академии Наук, hier bekend als: Proceedings of the USSR Academy

of Sciences, vertaald ook uitgegeven door de American Mathematical Society )

See DROZDEK 6.7 Balancing a tree; 6.7.2 AVL Trees.

See LEVITIN 6.3 Balanced Search Trees: AVL Trees.

See WEISS 4.4 AVL Trees. [Recursive implementation, removal seems easy, but

it is not clear that insertion performs only one rotation?]

3.5 Self-Organizing Trees

For linear lists we have heuristics for self-organization: whenever a key is located

it is swapped with its predecessor of moved to the first position. The same idea can

be used as self-organizing trees5. Whenever a key is located we move it upwards

either one level or completely to the root, using rotations. In this section we study

the move to front heuristics, when accessing a key.

Lemma 3.6. Let i < j, while j is a descendant of i in the tree. After accessing k

key j is no longer a descendant of i iff i < k ≤ j.

Proof. First note that if k is not a descendant of i then accessing k does not change

the subtree below i. If k > j then it in the right subtree of i. While moving k to the

root it meets i just before their rotation, see figure below. Now j is in either T2 or

in T3. Note that j will cease to be a descendant of i iff it belongs to subtree T3, i.e.

iff it satisfies k < j, or if k = j.

i

k
T1

T2 T3

⇐⇒ i

k

T1 T2

T3

This observation is useful if we want to argue how the subtree relations are

after accessing a series of keys.

We can now point at a worst case scenario for this heuristics. When accessing

the keys repeatedly in order, we obtain a linear time behaviour. Starting with any

tree, accessing the keys 1,2, . . . ,n in that order will lead to a tree of the form in the

5This means the tree is not enforced with structural restrictions, but in general searches and

insertions are implemented in such a way that the tree (hopefully) will gradually optimize its

structure
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first figure below. If we the again access these keys, the tree looks like the second

figure when key k has been just accessed. Clearly moving this linear row of keys

up by needs a quadratic number of rotations: n+n−1+ · · ·+1. This is a linear

number of rotations per key.

n
n−1

2
1

k

2
1

n

k+1

3.6 Splay Trees

Splay trees are a variant of the move to root technique. Again we move a key to

the front, but this time not always bottom-up with single rotations, but in one case

at the grandparent of the node that is being moved, two levels at a time. This leads

to better balance. The “zig-zag” terminology originates from the original paper.

Features:

• Simple implementation, no bookkeeping.

• Any sequence of K operations has an amortized complexity of

O(K logn)

Below let x be the node that is moved to the root. We distinguish to which

subtree x belongs, as seen from its grandparent g.

Zig-Zag step. Double rotation to the right at the grandparent. This is actually

the same as two single rotations at the parent and grandparent of x (first p to the

left then g to the right).

g

p

x

T4

T3T2

T1

=⇒

x

p

T1 T2

g

T3 T4
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Zig-Zig step. Two rotations to the right: but here top-down! (So, first at g to

the right, then at p to the right.) Here the splay tree differs in the move to root

approach.

g

p

x

T1 T2

T3

T4

=⇒

x

p

g

T4T3

T2

T1

Zig step. When node x is a child of the root we perform a last single rotation.

This is a standard rotation, and we do not repeat the picture here, see Section 3.1.

Example 3.7. As an example consider a seven node “linear” tree, with all descen-

dants to the left. After searching for 1 is is splayed to the top in four steps. When

we would rotate 1 to the root with ordinary rotations, the tree would still be linear

(last picture) whereas with splaying the height practically halves (imagine a larger

example).
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♦

Implementation. There are many implementation choices. Most importantly,

when do we splay? Possibilities are at search, unsuccessful search, insertion and

deletion. In deletion splaying can be useful. To delete key x first splay x to the

root, remove x to obtain two subtrees T1 and T2. Then splay the last key y in T1 to

the root (the predecessor of x). Clearly y has no successor in T1, so no right child

in the root of the new tree. At that position we attach the original right subtree T2.
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References. D.D. SLEATOR, R.E. TARJAN: Self-Adjusting Binary Search Trees,

Journal of the ACM 32 (1985) 652—686 [ACM = Association for Computing Ma-

chinery] doi:10.1145/3828.3835

B. ALLEN, I. MUNRO: Self-organizing search trees, Journal of the ACM 25

(1978) 526-–535 doi:10.1145/322092.322094

See DROZDEK 6.8 Self-Adjusting Trees.

See WEISS 4.5 Splay Trees.
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Opgave

Deze opgave gaat over AVL-bomen.

a) Waarom zijn AVL-bomen te prefereren boven standaard binaire zoekbomen?

We gaan sleutels toevoegen en verwijderen. Beschouw de volgende boom

B.

71

42

23

14 35

56

67

98

89 110

b) i. Wat is het resultaat van het toevoegen van sleutel 7 aan boom B?

ii. Wat is het resultaat van het toevoegen van achtereenvolgens 70 en 69

aan (de oorspronkelijke) boom B?

Jan 2016
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4 Priority Queues

4.1 ADT Priority Queue

In a PRIORITY QUEUE the data elements are assigned with a priority. The priority

values are totally ordered: for each pair we have exactly one of p > q, p = q or

p < q. We can add any element to the queue but we can only retrieve a maximal

one. Elements can have the same priority, a fact that is often ignored for simplicity.

In practice it may be the case that we want to retrieve the element with lowest

costs, hence priority goes up with lower values. We distinguish max-queues and

min-queues when we want to make that explicit.

• INITIALIZE: construct an empty queue.

• ISEMPTY: check whether there are any elements in the queue.

• SIZE: returns the number of elements.

• INSERT: given a data element with its priority, it is added to the queue

• DELETEMAX: returns a data element with maximal priority, and deletes it.

• GETMAX: returns a data element with maximal priority.

Isempty and Size are mentioned here for convenience only: they are easily

implemented by keeping a counter. Less common operations are:

• INCREASEKEY: given an element with its position in the queue it is as-

signed a higher priority.

• MELD, or Union: takes two priority queues and returns a new priority queue

containing the data elements from both.

The definition of INCREASEKEY is tricky. We assume its position (address

of, pointer to, index in, ...) is known when the operation is applied. The reason

for this is that there is no operation to locate an element in a priority queue. It

is however an important part of Dijkstra’s Algorithm for shortest paths to be able

to update priorities when better connections in the graph are discovered. That

means that we keep an inverse data structure that keeps track of the positions of

all elements.

In examples involving priority queues often only the priorities of the elements

is shown. The particular information does not help in understanding their me-

chanics.

We give a list of complexities for various implementations of the priority

queue, from standard to quite involved.
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Binary Leftist Binomial Fibonacci† Brodal

GETMAX O(1) O(1) O(logn) O(1) O(1)
INSERT O(logn) O(logn) O(1) O(1) O(1)
DELETEMAX O(logn) O(logn) O(logn) O(logn) O(logn)
INCREASEKEY O(logn) O(logn) O(logn) O(1) O(1)
MELD O(n) O(logn) O(logn) O(1) O(1)

Fibonacci queues have their complexities as amortized bounds, the other are worst

case. Leftist heaps are studied in Section 4.3.

Problem. We have seen AVL trees, see Section 3.2. These balanced trees can

also be used as priority queue. Verify this, and determine the complexity of the

operations.

References. G.S. BRODAL: Worst-Case Efficient Priority Queues. In Proc. 7th

Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (SODA), (1996) 52–58.

ACM:10.1145/313852.313883 “. . . is based on heap ordered trees where [. . . ]

nodes may violate heap order.” “The data structure presented is quite compli-

cated.”

J.R. Driscoll, etal. Relaxed heaps: an alternative to Fibonacci heaps with ap-

plication to parallel computation. Communications of the ACM 31 (1988) 1343–

1354.

4.2 Binary Heaps6

In a binary heap the queue elements with their priorities are stored in a binary tree.

The tree in use has two structural restrictions. First the tree is complete, second

elements are stored in decreasing priority when moving from root to leaf. There

is no left-right order between priorities enforced.

Definition 4.1. A binary heap is a complete binary tree with elements from a

partially ordered set, such that the element at every node is less than (or equal to)

the element at its left child and the element at its right child.

As a consequence of the definition, all descendants of a node have a value less

than the node itself.

The priority queue operations are implemented using two basic internal func-

tions:

6Heaps zijn al bestudeerd in het Leidse college Algoritmiek. Ik geef hier daarom weinig details.

Misschien later. HJH
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• TRICKLEDOWN: Swap an element (given by its position in the heap) with

the largest of its children, until it has a priority that is larger than that of

both children.

• TRICKLEUP: Swap an element (given by its position in the heap) with its

father until it has a priority that is less than that of its father (or is at the

root).

The operations are now carried out as follows.

• INSERT: add the new element at the next available position at the complete

tree, then TRICKLEUP.

• GETMAX: the maximal element is present at the root of the tree.

• DELETEMAX: replace the root of the tree by the last element (in level or-

der) of the tree. That element can be moved to its proper position using

TRICKLEDOWN.

• INCREASEKEY: use TRICKLEUP.

The restriction to consider only complete trees means that the most natural

implementation uses an array (instead of pointers) to store the tree. If the root is

at position 1 [Yeah, I know] then the children of node x are at 2x and 2x+1.

The heap is part of the in situ sorting method heapsort (meaning no extra space

is used).

Example 4.2. In this heap we increase key 5 at position 12 to 30.
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We delete the maximal element (42) from the original heap. Replace by last

element (9) and swap with largest child until at proper position.
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♦

References. J.W.J. WILLIAMS: Algorithm 232: Heapsort. Communications of

the ACM 7 (1964) 347–348.

4.3 Leftist heaps

A leftist heap is a binary tree implementation of the priority queue where the

nodes are heap ordered like in a binary heap (children have a lower priority than

their parent) but does not maintain its complete form. Instead it tries to be out of

balance, paths to the left tend to be longer than those to the right; hence the name.

To define the data structure, we first introduce some concepts. Given a binary

tree its extended binary tree is obtained by adding a special leaf at positions where

a node had no child. The resulting tree is full: every node either has two children,

or is a leaf.

For each node x we define its nil path length, denoted npl(x), as the shortest

distance to an external leaf. Recursively that can be written as npl(x) = 0, when

x is an external leaf, and npl(x) = 1+min{npl(left(x)),npl(right(x))}, when x is

an internal node.

Definition 4.3. A leftist tree is an (extended) binary tree where for each inter-

nal node x, npl(left(x)) ≥ npl(right(x)). A leftist heap is a leftist tree where the

priorities satisfy the heap order.

Example 4.4. A binary tree with its extended leafs. All leafs have npl 0, the other

npl’s are indicated in the nodes. At two nodes the leftist-tree property is violated.

We swap the two subtrees at these positions.
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We recursively define an internal function ZIP to this data structure. It takes

two leftist trees Ta,Tb with roots a and b, where we assume the priority(a) is at

least priority(b), swapping the trees otherwise. The result is the tree with root a,

where the right subtree T2 of Ta is replaced the (recursively obtained) ZIP of T2

and Tb. Additionally the children T1 and ZIP(T2,Tb) are swapped when necessary

to maintain the leftist tree property. Perhaps a diagram is helpful.

a

T1 T2

b

T3 T4

ZIP
︷ ︸︸ ︷

ZIP

a ≥ ba

T1

T2

b

T3 T4

︷ ︸︸ ︷

The trees to the left are copied from the old to the new structure, so the npl in

their nodes did not change. For the nodes on the rightmost path the npl do change.

The new values can be computed bottom-up.

The tree constructed this way has the heap-order, but might not be leftist. The

proper structure can be obtained by swapping children at the same rightmost path

when necessary. This can be done at the same time as the new npl are computed.

Example 4.5. We ZIP two leftist trees, data represented in the nodes, by first

joining nodes along the rightmost paths, each time choosing the largest priority.

Then we restore the leftist property, bottom-up, by swapping children along the

path where the two npl are in the wrong order. Here that happens at every level.
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One easily shows by induction that the number of nodes in the tree is (at least)

exponential in the length of the rightmost path. As the ZIP-operation is performed

along that rightmost path, the number of nodes visited is logarithmic in the number

of nodes in the tree.

Lemma 4.6. Let T be a leftist tree with root v such that npl(v) = k, then (1)

T contains at least 2k − 1 (internal) nodes, and (2) the rightmost path in T has

exactly k (internal) nodes.

Example 4.7. In leftist trees paths to the left cannot be bounded by a function of

the npl at the root. Although paths to the left tend to be longer than those to the

right, the longest path is not necessarily the one to the left starting at the root.
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2

1
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♦
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The operations are now carried out as follows. We want to perform log-time

efficiency. That means we have to be careful: although the npl is logarithmic in

the number of nodes in every subtree the (leftmost) paths do not have such a bound

in general.

• INSERT: construct a single node tree and ZIP with the original tree.

• GETMAX: the maximal element is present at the root of the tree.

• DELETEMAX: delete the node at the root, ZIP the two subtrees of the root

into a new tree.

• INCREASEKEY: we cannot increase the priority and swap with the parent in

this data structure as this does not guarantee a logarithmic bound. Instead

cut the node with its subtree at the position where we want to increase.

That subtree is an leftist heap by itself, and its npl at the root is at most

the logarithm of the number of its successors. The original tree now most

probably no longer is leftist, and we have to recalculate (swapping left and

right where necessary) npl(x) at every node upwards. At each step we either

increase this value by one until at some point we reach the original value.

So this has again a logarithmic bound. Now ZIP the two trees.

• MELD: is performed by a ZIP.
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References. C.A. CRANE: Linear lists and priority queues as balanced binary
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trees. Technical Report STAN-Cs-72-259, Computer Science Dept, Stanford Univ.,

Stanford, CA, 1972

See WEISS 6.6 Leftist Heaps

4.4 Pairing Heap

TODO. In najaar 2015 niet behandeld. En in 2016 weer niet.

References. M.L. FREDMAN, R. SEDGEWICK, D.D. SLEATOR, R.E. TAR-

JAN: The pairing heap: a new form of self-adjusting heap. Algorithmica 1 (1986)

111–129. doi:10.1007/BF01840439

4.5 Double-ended Priority Queues

A double-ended priority queue is a data structure extending the priority queue,

in that it can handle request for both minimal and maximal elements of the set

(instead of only one of these).

Many implementations involve two binary heaps (one for min and one for

max) that are cleverly balanced.

Dual Structure Method. Store keys twice, once in a min-heap and once in a

max-heap. If the minimum is deleted from the min-heap, it has to be deleted from

the max-heap too. Hence for each key in one heap we have to know its position

in the other in order to be able to find and remove it. Similarly, when during

insertion of a key some other keys change position in one heap, we have to update

this information in the other heap. Not very hard to do, but a lot of book-keeping.

Example 4.8. Consider a double ended priority queue with values {3,5,9,11,14,15}
stored both in a min-heap and a max-heap.
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Delete min 3 from min-heap, move 9 to root, then swap with 5. When moving

values the positions of those values in the max-heap move with them. Also update

the min-heap positions of the elements stored in the max-heap.
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As 3 has been deleted from the set of values its copy in the max-heap has to be

removed too. In the original min-heap the position of 3 in the max-heap was given

as 4, so we can find it. Move the last element 5 of the max-heap to that position

(it fits there as it is smaller than the parent). Update the max-heap position of 5 in

the min-heap.
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14 15
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♦

We can also divide the keys over a min-heap and a max-heap. In that case we

have to balance the two heaps, and always make sure that the minimal element is

indeed in the min-hep (and similar for max). We present a structure that ensures

this.

Interval Heaps. An interval heap is like a binary heap except that its nodes

contain two numbers instead of one. The numbers are ordered like intervals. This

when x′,y′ is a child of x,y, then x ≤ x′ ≤ y′ ≤ y, or [x′,y′] ⊆ [x,y]. When the set

stored in the heap contains an odd number of elements, the last node contains only

one element, and is considered a one element interval [x.x].
It is easy to see that the left elements of the nodes form a min-heap. while the

right elements form a max-heap. These two embedded heaps form the heart of the

procedures for adding or deleting keys. A key is added at the proper node at the
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end of the tree. When the key is smaller than the min-key of its parent, we insert

the key in the min heap. Similarly, when the key is larger than the max-key of its

parent, we insert the key in the max heap. This is done as in binary heaps: we

swap an element with its parent as long as it is smaller than (larger than, for the

max heap) that parent.

Deletion of the min element likewise is similar to deletion in a binary heap.

Remove the min element, and replace it with the element from the last leaf. As

long as larger than one of its children swap with the smallest child. There is

one complication. There is no guarantee that the left and right elements form an

interval at each step. When the left element (min heap) is larger than the right

element (max element) we interchange the two elements, and continue (with the

min heap).

Example 4.9. An interval heap and its embedded min-heap and max-heap.

24-33 23-65 55-60 44-50 54-57 61

17-69 42-70 44-73 14-39

8-80 11-75

2-92

24 23 55 44 54 61

17 42 44 14

8 11

2

33 65 60 50 57

69 70 73 39

80 75

92

♦

References. J. VAN LEEUWEN, D. WOOD: Interval Heaps. The Computer

Journal 36 (1993) 209–216. doi:10.1093/comjnl/36.3.209
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Opgave

a) Rits de onderstaande leftist trees, zodat er weer een leftist tree ontstaat.
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b) Beschrijf efficiënte implementaties voor de priority queue operaties Insert,

DeleteMax, en IncreaseKey met behulp van ritsen en leftist trees.
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5 Graphs

5.1 Representation

A graph G = (V,E)) consists of a set V of vertices (or nodes) and a set E of edges

(or arcs, lines). We distinguish between directed and undirected graphs. Standard

representations are the adjacency matrix and the adjacency lists. If we want to

easily query the existence of an edge (u,v) ∈ E, then the matrix is efficient. If we

need to check all outgoing edges of a given vertex, then the lists work well.

If the graph contains n vertices and e edges, the size of its adjacency matrix

equals O(n2) while the adjacency lists representations uses space O(n+e). Recall

that e is at most n2, or
n(n−1)

2
for undirected graphs.

Note that these standard representations need not always be the best to choose.

In Example 5.4 we have a kind of rectangular map where each vertex has at most

four neighbours. In that case each vertex can be represented implicitly by a pair

of coordinates (implicit meaning that we do not directly associate objects to the

vertices) and the existence of horizontal and vertical edges can be written in an

array (which is different from the adjacency matrix!).

Example 5.1. A directed graph and its adjacency matrix, where in order to pre-

serve legibility the dots are used to indicate zero’s.

1

2 3 4
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 · 1 · · · 1 ·
2 · · 1 · · · ·
3 · · · · 1 1 1

4 · · · · · · ·
5 · · · 1 · 1 ·
6 1 · · · · · 1

7 1 · · · · · ·













The corresponding adjacency lists.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2 6

3

5 6 7

4 6

1 7

1

♦
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5.2 Graph traversal

Graph traversals are techniques to visit the nodes of a graph. Depth-first search

and breadth-first search generalize the tree traversals pre-order and level-order,

using a stack and a queue, respectively. As graphs may contain cycles, we have to

take care that the traversals do not end in an infinite loop. This is done by marking

nodes as visited.

Depth-first search

With depth-first search (DFS) we try to move forward along a path as much as

possible, storing the unvisited neighbors on a stack. When reaching a dead-end

(or already visited nodes) the algorithm back-tracks and pops a node from the

stack.

Recursive DFS

void DFS(v)

{ visit(v)

mark(v)

for each w adjacent to v

do if w is not marked

DFS(w)

fi

od

}

Iterative DFS

// start with unmarked nodes

S.push(init)

while S is not empty

do v = S.pop()

if v is not marked

then mark v

for all edges from v to w

do if w is unmarked then

S.push(w)

fi

od

fi

od

The algorithm implicitly builds a DFS-tree: when we pop and visit a vertex

w that was pushed on the stack at the time v was visited we actually follow edge

(v,w), which is part of the tree. It can be the case that during a traversal a vertex

is “seen” at several moments from different neighbours. It is pushed to the stack

each time, as it is the nature of depth-first to back-track from the last time we have

seen the vertex7.

There is no unique DFS tree: its structure will depend on the order in which

the adjacent nodes are processed at each node.

The (directed) graph may not be strongly connected and the DFS when started

at a vertex will not visit all the vertices. Therefor, in general, we start the DFS at

all vertices in succession. This can be done by pushing all vertices on the stack.

The edges in the original (directed) graph are categorized into four types based

on the DFS. Tree edges belong to the DFS-tree; forward edges point to successors

in the tree, while back edges point to predecessors; finally cross edges point to

vertices in another subtree (which was searched earlier).

7Marking vertices when they are added to the stack, and not adding marked vertices yields a

valid graph traversal algorithm. It does not have the structure of depth-first.
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Example 5.2. We perform a DFS on the given graph, starting at vertex a. When

giving the stack the leftmost vertex is at the top of the stack. Vertices have their

parents (at the time they were pushed) as a superscript.

Push initial node a on the stack;

Pop a, visit and mark, push adjacent b,e,c (in reverse order)

Pop b, visit and mark, push adjacent g,e [stack gb,eb,ea,ca]

Pop g, visit and mark

Pop e, visit and mark, adjacent b is marked, so need not to be pushed [stack ea,ca]

Pop e, marked;

Pop c, visit and mark, push adjacent f [stack f c]

Pop f , visit and mark, push adjacent d [stack d f ]

Pop d, visit and mark, adjacent e,d are already marked

empty stack, stop.

b

a

c

e
d

f

g

b

a

c

e

d

fg

2

1

5

4

7

63

forward

back

cross

back

[a [b [g ]g [e ]e ]b [c [ f [d ]d ] f ]c ]a
♦

Articulation points. This is an example of depth-first traversal of a graph. The

articulation points (or cut points) of an undirected graph are those vertices that will

cause the graph to have more than one component when that vertex is removed

from the graph (with its incident edges).

The articulation points can be found using the depth-first tree of the graph. A

vertex v is an articulation point if

• v is the root, and has two or more children

• v has a (strict) subtree, and no node in the subtree has a back edge that

reaches above v.

Example 5.3. An undirected graph and its DFS tree. The articulation points

are marked in red. Cutting for example 10 from the graph will separate nodes

11,12,13 from the rest of the graph.
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Consider vertex 3. Its right subtree in DFS (with root 8) has a successor 10

with a back edge to 2 which is above 3. Its left subtree in DFS (with root 4)

however, has no successors with a back edge jumping above 3.

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

11

12

13

♦

Breadth-first search

Breadth-first search BFS visits all vertices in “concentric circles” around the initial

vertex. Thus the vertices are selected based on their distance from the initial

vertex.

We can change the moment vertices are marked. Vertices that are rediscovered

later do not have priority over earlier discoveries. Hence we can marked vertices

as soon they are found and put in the queue.
Iterative BFS

// Q is a queue of vertices

// start with unmarked nodes

Q.enqueue(init)

dist[init] = 0

while Q is not empty

do v = Q.dequeue()

if v is not marked

then newdist = dist[v] + 1

for all edges from v to w

do if w is not marked

then Q.enqueue(w)

mark w

dist[w] = newdist

fi

od

fi

od

Example 5.4. Various tasks, like “flood-fill” (colouring pixels in a closed area)

and robot motion planning can be seen as the application of breadth-first search
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on (implicit) graphs. The graphs are not always explicitly specified, e.g., vertices

may be pixels or ‘tiles’ in a map, and edges indicate their neighbour relation.

In the picture below a graph with marked node and other nodes with their

distance to the marked node.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 3 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Note that this ‘graph’ can be represented by matrices representing horizontal

and vertical edges:

H =













1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1













V =











1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1











♦

References. See DROZDEK Chapter 8.2: Graph Traversals; 8.6: Connectivity

See WEISS Chapter 9.6: Applications of Depth-First Search

5.3 Disjoint Sets, ADT Union-Find

The data structure for disjoint sets is equipped for keeping track the connected

components in an undirected graph while adding edges. Initially no vertices are

connected, so each vertex is a component in itself. When an edge is added between

two different components, the two are joined, UNION. Another operation FIND

is able to retrieve the component in which a vertex belongs. In this way it can be

checked whether or not two vertices belong to the same component. To make this

possible we assign to each component a “name” which usually is a representative

vertex in the component.

As the relative ordering of elements is irrelevant, it is customary to consider
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a domain D = {1,2, . . . ,n} of vertices. The components form a partition of the

domain.

• INITIALIZE: construct the initial partition; each component consists of a

singleton set {d}, with d ∈ D.

• FIND: retrieves the name of the component, i.e, FIND(u) = FIND(v) iff u

and v belong to the same set in the partition.

• UNION: given two elements u and v the sets they belong to are merged. Has

no effects when u and v already belong to the same set.

Usually it is assumed that u,v are representatives, i.e., names of compo-

nents, not arbitrary elements.

Example 5.5. We want to find a spanning tree of a graph, by repeating the follow-

ing step. Start with an empty forest. Take an edge in the graph. Check whether

an edge can be added to the forest without causing a cycle. When this is possible

add the edge, and continue with the new forest.

In the graph below, the forest connects three components. The edge (6,10)
is within one of these components and cannot be added as it would form a cycle.

Edge (1,5) connects two different components and can be added.

1 2

3

4 5

6 7

8

910

?

?

Let D= {1,2, . . . ,10}. Then {{1,3,4},{6,7,9,10},{2,5,8}} is a partition for

D in three sets. The names (representing elements) of each set are underlined.

Thus FIND(6) = 9 = FIND(10), indicating 6 and 10 belong to the same set.

At the same time FIND(3) = 1 6= 5 = FIND(5), indicating 3 and 5 do not belong

to the same set.

Now UNION(1,5) will result in the partition {{1,2,3,4,5,8},{6,7,9,10}},

with some assignment of representing elements.

♦

Linked lists. In the naive approach we keep an array which lists for each vertex

the set it belongs to. Obviously this gives a very efficient FIND operation. For
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UNION we have to rename the representative for one of the sets into the repre-

sentative of the other. Without further caution we have to loop over the array. By

adding a linked list for each of the sets in the partition we do not have to look

at every element in D and can perform a faster renaming, by iterating over the

shortest list. Joining lists can be done in constant time (if we keep a circular list,

or use pointers to both the first and last elements).

The complexity of n UNION operations is O(n log(n)). Worst case builds lists

of size 2,4,8, etc.. Each FIND is performed in constant time.

Example 5.6. Start with a collection of ten objects. The initial configuration starts

thus.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 find

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 next

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 size

After UNION(1,3), UNION(9,10), UNION(5,8), and UNION(6,7) the arrays look

as follows. Dots indicate don’t cares: size is only important for representative

names.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 1 4 5 6 6 5 9 9 find

3 2 1 4 8 7 6 5 10 9 next

2 1 . 1 2 2 . . 2 . size

Then UNION(9,6) relabels all elements from the list of 6 to 9, the new name of

the combined set, and joins the two lists.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 1 4 5 9 9 5 9 9 find

3 2 1 4 8 10 6 5 7 9 next

2 1 . 1 2 . . . 4 . size

♦

See DROZDEK Chapter 8.4.1: Union-Find Problem

Inverted trees. The operation Union can be improved, at the cost of Find, by

representing the sets, by upside-down trees. The root of such a tree is the name of

the set. Union can be performed in constant time by adding a simple link. In order

to optimize Find we can store the heights of the trees, so choose which tree to join

to the other. The trees can be represented by a simple array indicating the parent

for each node. The root of a node either points to itself (or to a special value).

Example 5.7. After UNION(1,3), UNION(9,10), UNION(5,8), UNION(6,7) and

UNION(6,9) the arrays look as follows.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 1 4 5 9 6 5 9 9 parent

2 1 . 1 2 . . . 3 . height

1 2

3

4 5

6

7

8

9

10

♦

Path compression. Now Find will take several steps to locate the root of the

tree. Luckily the worst case tree has an height logarithmic in the number of nodes.

Assuming that the same node is located several times we can improve the com-

plexity of Find. When we have located a root, revisit the path and set all parents

along the path to the root we have just found. This will double the number of

steps, which does not change the order of complexity, but in subsequent Finds’s

to the same node we find the root in constant time.

Here is a schematic picture for Union(v,w) and for Find(v) before and after

the operation. All nodes along the path benefit from the Find operation, as well as

their subtrees.

v

T1 T2

w

T1 T2

v

T1 T2

w

T1 T2

v

T4

T3

T2

T1

v

T4T3T2

T1

The height values of the trees after path compression do not always match the

new trees, but this turns out to be not a real problem.

It can be shown that the complexity of any sequence of Union and Find opera-

tions is ‘almost linear’ in a mathematically well defined sense. The complexity is

α(n)n, where the extra factor α(n) is the inverse of the Ackerman function. This

function grows very slow: for all practical purposes α(n)≤ 5.
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References. B.A. GALLER, M.J. FISCHER: An improved equivalence algo-

rithm. Communications of the ACM 7 (1964) 301–303, doi:10.1145/364099.364331.

The paper originating disjoint-set forests.

See CLRS Chapter 21: Data Structures for Disjoint Sets

See WEISS Chapter 8: The Disjoint Sets Class

On cstheory.stackexchange there is a poll to vote for the “Algorithms from the Book”, a

collection of the most elegant algorithms. Union-Find is in first place, presently with 103

votes, just beating runner-up Knuth-Morris-Pratt with 98 votes.

5.4 Minimal Spanning Trees

A minimal spanning tree in a undirected weighted graph is a tree connecting all

the vertices in such a way that the total weight of the vertices is minimal consid-

ering all spanning trees. We consider two greedy algorithms for finding minimal

spanning trees in graphs: Prim and Kruskal.

Example 5.8. An (undirected) graph and a minimal spanning tree.

A B

C D E

F G

H

2

2 4 7
7

9

6

2
52

4 5

A B

C D E

F G

H

2

2 4

2
52

4

♦

Kruskal’s algorithm

The algorithm of Kruskal considers edges sorted on their weight one by one and

adds them to the constructed spanning tree as far as they do not lead to a cycle

with the already chosen edges. The basic difficulty is checked whether the next

edge added will cause a cycle. An important data structure for keeping track of

the different components in a dynamically growing graph is Union-Find, which

was the topic of Section 5.3 above.

Prim’s algorithm

Unlike the algorithm of Kruskal the algorithm of Prim forms a tree in every stage.

New edges always have one end inside the current tree, and one end outside.
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Note however, that if w is a vertex outside the partial spanning tree T , and

both v1 and v2 are vertices inside the tree, then not both (v1,w) and (v2,w) are

part of the final spanning tree: adding both will cause a cycle. This means that

we can save on the efforts needed to select edges. For each vertex outside of the

tree we have to store at most one incident edge, the one of minimal weight. Now

rather than to find the minimal edge among all edges we look for one edge among

all edges associated to the remaining vertices. That saves work, as there are lees

vertices than there are edges.
Prim

cost[source] = 0 // infinite for other vertices

parent[source] = 0 // code for the root

Q = V // all vertices

while Q is not empty

do u is vertex in Q with minimal cost[u]

remove u from Q

for each edge (u,v)

do if length(u,v) < cost[v]

then cost[v] = length(u,v)

parent[v] = u

fi

od

od

Example 5.9. In each step we keep for every vertex outside the tree the minimal

edge from the tree into it.

A B

C D E

F G

H

2

2 4 7
7
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C 7
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A B

C 4 7

9
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C D 6
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4
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A B

C D 5

F G

4

A B

C D 5

F G

H
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C D E

F G

H
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9

6

2
52

4 5

♦

Correctness. The Prim algorithm constructs a set of successive trees T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆
·· · ⊆ Tn by adding in each step a vertex with an incident edge, where Ti contains i

vertices, and n is the number of vertices in the given graph. We show that in each

step there is a minimal spanning tree T such that Ti ⊆ T .

This is true for T1, as that tree has no edges we can start choosing T1 to be any

mst of the graph.

Assume that in Ti we choose an edge e. If e is also in T we proceed. Otherwise,

if e is not in T we construct a new ‘goal’ tree of the same total weight, so it also is

minimal. Adding edge e to T we must find a cycle. Let X be the set of vertices of

Ti. As e has only one endpoint in X this cycle is partly within X and partly outside.

Follow the cycle, and look at the edge e′ where the cycle re-enters X . Note e′ was

not chosen by the algorithm, so weight(e′) ≥ weight(e). If we replace e′ by e in

T we again obtain a tree T ′, the weight of which is not larger than that of T , so it

must be minimal too. Our new goal for Prim is the tree T ′ and we proceed.

Implementation. For implementation and the resulting complexity of the al-

gorithm we refer to the section on Dijkstra below. The algorithm is structurally

similar.

Note that we repeatedly have to choose a minimal cost edge associated to the

vertices. That can be done by a linear search among those edges, or we can keep

the edges (or rather the vertices that are associated with the edges) in a min priority

queue. Note that we need to be able to perform the operation DecreaseKey on a

vertex in the queue: when a new incident edge is found that is less costly than the

previous one, we have to update the cost.

Example 5.10. Both Prim and Kruskal are defined for undirected graphs. Here

we will see these algorithms cannot be extended to directed graphs in a simple

way. First note the directed problem only makes sense if we consider a node u,

and there actually exist spanning trees starting with u.
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The algorithms of Prim and Kruskal make choices in a greedy way. Once the

choice is made, it will not be reconsidered. We show how this choice will go

wrong for certain directed examples.

The left picture has two spanning trees, with weight 6+ 2 and weight 6+ 4.

Starting with node u Prim will consider the two edges 4 and 6 and choose the

lightest one. Now, only one spanning tree remains, not the best one.

The right picture has three spanning trees, with weight 4+2, weight 6+1, and

weight 6+ 4. Kruskal will choose the lightest edge 1. Now, only one spanning

tree remains, not the best one.

u

6

4

2 u

4

6

21

A solution for the directed spanning tree problem was given by Edmonds.

♦

References. J. EDMONDS: Optimum Branchings. J. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards

71B (1967) 233–240, doi:10.6028/jres.071b.032

J.B. KRUSKAL: On the shortest spanning subtree of a graph and the traveling

salesman problem. Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society 7 (1956)

48–50. doi:10.1090/S0002-9939-1956-0078686-7

R.C. PRIM: Shortest connection networks and some generalizations. Bell System

Technical Journal 36 (November 1957) 1389–1401,

doi:10.1002/j.1538-7305.1957.tb01515

See CLRS Chapter 23.2: The Algorithms of Kruskal and Prim

See DROZDEK Chapter 8.5: Spanning Trees

See LEVITIN Chapter 9.1& 2: Prim’s & Kruskal’s Algorithm

See WEISS Chapter 9.5: Minimum Spanning Tree

5.5 Shortest Paths

Dijkstra’s algorithm

Given a startnode source in a graph G with positive edge lengths we compute

the distances to all other nodes in the graph, together with the tree of shortest paths

starting from source. The tree of shortest distances is coded via the parents.
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Dijkstra

1 dist[source] = 0 // infinite for other vertices

2 parent[source] = 0 // code for the root

3 Q = V // all vertices

4 while Q is not empty

5 do u is vertex in Q with minimal dist[u]

6 remove u from Q

7 for each edge (u,v)

8 do if dist[u] + length(u,v) < dist[v]

9 then dist[v] = dist[u] + length(u,v)

10 parent[v] = u

11 fi

12 od

13 od

Complexity. Let n = |V | and e = |E| be the number of vertices and of edges

of the graph, respectively. Initialization of the arrays costs O(n). There are n

iterations of the main loop where we find the minimal element (line 5). If we have

to look inside an array this will cost a total of O(n2). Then we look at all outgoing

edges from all vertices, which will cost O(e) assuming we use adjacency lists,

and O(n2) using adjacency matrix representation (line 7). The total complexity is

O(n+n2 + e)⊆ O(n2).
We may improve on this by using a priority queue, in the form of a binary

heap, see Section 4.2, which allows the operation Decreasekey (for line 9). The

number of heap operations totals at most n+ e when each edge finds a shorter

distance. The complexity then equals O(e log(n)), which is better than O(n2) if

the number of edges is relatively small.

Clever implementations of a priority queue have O(log(n)) complexity for

DeleteMin and constant time DecreaseKey which results in an overall complexity

of O(n+n log(n)+ e)⊆ O(n log(n)+ e).
Dijkstra (in this implementation) does not work when the graph has negative

edge-lengths. It assumes that the distance to a vertex never if found via another

vertex that has a larger distance.

Bottleneck paths. With a little thought Dijkstra’s algorithm can be changed to

another version of optimal paths, where we try to find the “widest path” to every

vertex. Here the value of an edge indicates a restriction (maximal width, height,

capacity) and the restriction along the path is the minimum over the edges. We

are looking for the maximal possible value over all paths. Whereas Dijkstra com-

putes dist[v] = max{dist[v],dist[u] + length(u,v)} for the bottleneck variant we

choose bott[v] = max{bott[v],min{bott[u],width(u,v)}} when considering a new

edge (u,v).

Example 5.11. An (undirected) graph and with initial vertex C (a) a shortest dis-

tance tree, and (b) a optimal bottleneck tree. The values at the vertices indicate

final distances and bottleneck restrictions, respectively.
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♦

References. E.W. DIJKSTRA: A note on two problems in connexion with graphs.

Numerische Mathematik 1 (1959) 269–271. doi:10.1007/BF01386390

See LEVITIN Chapter 9.3: Dijkstra’s Algorithm

See WEISS Chapter 9.3.2: Dijkstra’s Algorithm

All-Pairs Shortest Paths

The problem of all-pairs shortest paths asks to determine a complete matrix of

distances between every pair of vertices. Often also the corresponding shortest

paths are required (sometimes implicitly, i.e., the paths are not explicitly listed,

but can be retrieved from the data).

The algorithm of Floyd uses the technique of dynamic programming to com-

pute the shortest distances. Let n be the number of vertices, we assume the vertices

are the numbers 1, . . . ,n. For each k = 0,1, . . . ,n a matrix Ak of partial solutions

is computed, where Ak[i, j] denotes the distance from vertex i to vertex j using

paths that do not pass any vertex with number larger than k. In particular the paths

for matrix A0 do not pass any vertex, they can only be paths of a singe edge (i, j)
(where no vertices are passed).

When matrix Ak−1 has been determined we compute Ak. The shortest path

from i to j without using vertices k+1 or larger either uses vertex k or not. The

distance via k equals Ak−1[i,k] +Ak−1[k, j], while the distance that does not use

k already has been determined. Hence Ak[i, j] is the minimum of Ak−1[i, j] and

Ak−1[i,k]+Ak−1[k, j].
Computations for Ak do not change the values at [k, j] or [i,k] in the matrix

Ak−1 so when implementing this algorithm we may in fact use only a single ma-

trix.

Floyd-Warshall

// initially dist equals the adjacency matrix

for each edge (i,j)

do prev[i,j] = i

od

for k from 1 to n
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do for i from 1 to n

do for j from 1 to n

do if dist[i,k] + dist[k,j] < dist[i,j]

then dist[i,j] = dist[i,k] + dist[k,j]

prev[i,j] = prev[k,j]

fi

od

od

od

Example 5.12. We start with a small directed graph. The initial matrix A0 equals

the adjacency matrix of the graph.

1

2

3
9

3
6 2

A0 =





0 6 9

∞ 0 2

3 ∞ 0



 A1 =





0 6 9

∞ 0 2

3 9 0



 A2 =





0 6 8

∞ 0 2

3 9 0



 A3 =





0 6 8

5 0 2

3 9 0





Here are the computations. In each step we only need to compute two new values.

The values on the diagonal remain unchanged, and also those on the k’th row and

column do not change when computing Ak.

A1[2,3] = min
{

A0[2,3],A0[2,1]+A0[1,3]
}
= min{2,∞+9}= 2

A1[3,2] = min
{

A0[3,2],A0[3,1]+A0[1,2]
}
= min{∞,3+6}= 9 < ∞

A2[1,3] = min
{

A0[1,3],A1[1,2]+A1[2,3]
}
= min{9,6+2}= 8 < 9

A2[3,1] = min
{

A0[3,1],A1[3,2]+A1[2,1]
}
= min{3,9+∞}= 3

A3[1,2] = min
{

A0[1,2],A0[1,3]+A0[3,2]
}
= min{6,8+9}= 6

A3[2,1] = min
{

A0[2,1],A0[2,3]+A0[3,1]
}
= min{∞,2+3}= 5 < ∞

♦

This algorithm is closely related to that defined by Warshall, which computes

the transitive closure T of a directed graph, i.e., a Boolean matrix for which

T [i, j] holds iff there is a path from i to j. We start with a Boolean matrix, an

unweighted adjacency matrix, and replace the operations min and + by ∨ and

∧. The algorithm is also strongly related to Kleene’s algorithm to transform

a finite state automaton onto a regular expression. The basic recursion there is

L(i, j) = L(i, j)+L(i,k) ·L(k,k)∗ ·L(k, j).

Warshall

// initially dist equals the adjacency matrix

// with additionally 1=true on the diagonal

for k from 1 to n

do for i from 1 to n
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do for j from 1 to n

do conn[i,j] = conn[i,j] or ( conn[i,k] and conn[k,j] )

od

od

od

Example 5.13. Hier het ‘echte’ algoritme van Floyd.

ALGORITHM 97 SHORTEST PATH

ROBERT W. FLOYD Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Ill.

procedure shortest path (m,n); value n; integer n; array m;

comment Initially m[i, j] is the length of a direct link from point i of a network

to point j. If no direct link exists, m[i, j] is initially 1010. At completion,

m[i, j] is the length of the shortest path from i to j. If none exists, m[i, j] is

1010. Reference: WARSHALL, S. A theorem on Boolean matrices. J,ACM

9(1962), 11–12;

begin integer i, j, k; real inf, s; inf := 1010;

for i := 1 step 1 until n do

for j := 1 step 1 until n do

if m[j,i] < inf then

for k := 1 step 1 until n do

if m[i,k] < inf then

begin s:= m[j,i] + m[i,k];

if s < m[j,k] then m[j,k] := s;

end

end shortest path

♦

Although conceptually very simple, it is more efficient to compute the strongly

connected components of the graph to determine the connectivity between ver-

tices. Algorithms to do this are based on depth-first traversal of the graph.

References. ROBERT W. FLOYD. Algorithm 97: Shortest Path. Communica-

tions of the ACM 5 (June 1962) 345. doi:10.1145/367766.368168

STEPHEN WARSHALL. A theorem on Boolean matrices. Journal of the ACM 9

(January 1962) 11–12. doi:10.1145/321105.321107

See DROZDEK Chapter 8.3: Shortest Paths

See WEISS Chapter 10.3.4: All-Pairs Shortest Path
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5.6 Topological Sort

Definition 5.14. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. A topological ordering [or

sort] of G is an ordering (v1, . . . ,vn) of V , such that if (vi,v j) ∈ E then i < j.

In technical terms the topological sort is a linear ordering that is compatible

with a partially ordered set.

1 2 3

4 5

6 7 8

Example 5.15. Topological sorts are usually not unique. The given graph has a

topological sort (1,2, . . . ,7,8) but also (2,1,4,6,3,5,8,7). And more.

♦

Clearly a graph that has a topological ordering cannot have cycles. The con-

verse is also true.

Theorem 5.16. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph that has no cycles. Then G

has a topological ordering.

Proof. We start with an observation: G has a source, a node without incoming

edges. Assume to the contrary that G has no source, every node has an incoming

edge. Then following edges backwards we start a path, that eventually enters the

same node twice. Hence we found a cycle; a contradiction. Using this observation

we prove the theorem using induction. Take a source v of G. Then G−{v} is

also an acyclic directed graph. Hence by the induction hypothesis G−{v} has

a topological ordering (v1, . . . ,vn) of V −{v}. Writing v in front we obtain a

topological ordering (v,v1, . . . ,vn) for G: any edge involving v must be outgoing.

A useful observation is that the proof above in fact gives an algorithm that

performs a topological sort. Find a source in the graph, write it as first element in

the topological ordering, delete its (outgoing) edges, and repeat. Wikipedia calls

this Kahn’s algorithm.

An efficient implementation does not really remove the edges. It iterates over

the edges (in an adjacency lists representation) and for each node counts the in-

coming edges. We keep a list of sources. Choose a source, and when deleting

it, look at its outgoing edges and decrease the count for the targets of the edges.
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When the count drops to 0 add the vertex to the list of sources. This algorithm

considers every edge exactly twice, once when counting ingoing edges, a second

time when each edge is ‘removed’ with its source: linear time.

Example 5.17. Count incoming edges in Example 5.15. Note the sources. Re-

peatedly remove a source and update counts.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 sources remove

0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 1,2,3 1

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2,3 2

0 0 1 1 2 2 4,3 4

0 1 0 1 1 6,3 6

0 1 1 1 3 3

0 1 0 5,8 5

0 0 7,8 7

0 8 8

♦

References. ARTHUR B. KAHN. Topological sorting of large networks. Com-

munications of the ACM 5 (1962) 558–562. doi:10.1145/368996.369025

See CLRS Chapter 22.4: Topological Sort

See DROZDEK Chapter 8.7: Topological Sort
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Opgave

a) Wat is een topologische ordening op de knopen in een gerichte graaf G =
(V,E) ? Wees precies.

b) Hieronder staat een schematische recursieve functie voor depth-first search.

DFS (KnoopType x)

{ // aanname: knoop x nog niet bezocht

bezoek x

markeer x als bezocht

for (elke knoop w bereikbaar vanuit x)

{ if (w niet bezocht)

{ DFS (w)

}

}

// knoop x volledig afgehandeld:

push x op stapel S

}

Beredeneer dat de knopen op de stapel S een topologische ordening van de

acyclische graaf vormen nadat DFS op de achtereenvolgende knopen zonder

inkomende takken is aangeroepen.

c) Gegeven is een adjacency-list representatie van een acyclische graaf G en

een lijst met een topologische ordening voor G.

Beschrijf hoe het langste pad in G efficient kan worden bepaald. Pseudo-

code is welkom.

Mrt 2016

Onderstaande graaf heeft negatieve gewichten (en is slechts gedeeltelijk

gericht).

1

23

4

-2

4
6

1

1

3

a) Laat zien dat het algoritme van Dijkstra niet toepasbaar is op grafen met

negatieve gewichten, door het algoritme toe te passen op bovenstaande graaf.

Kies een geschikte beginknoop, voer Dijkstra uit en controleer de uitkomst.
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Het algoritme van Floyd (all pair distances) is wel geschikt voor negatieve

gewichten, zolang er geen negatieve kringen zijn in de graaf.

b) Geef het algoritme van Floyd.

Jan 2017
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6 Hash Tables
2017/11/13

Hash tables form an implementation for ADT’s Set and Dictionary (or associative

array) see Section ??, as an alternative to the several types of balanced trees, see

Chapter 3 and Chapter ??. 8

We like to store a number of keys from a huge domain (strings, numbers) in

a table where necessarily the number of available addresses is much less than the

number of possible keys. We investigate ways of directly computing the address

where each key is stored with a simple function h(K) based on the key K alone.

As the number of possible keys is relatively large compared to the number of

addresses we have to consider the case that two keys K,K′ are destined in the

same address, h(K) = h(K′). Such keys are called synonyms. In case actualy two

synonyms are supposed to be stored in the same table, we speak of a collision.

Here we consider three cases.

6.1 The keys are fixed and known in advance, so we can avoid collisions: per-

fect hashing.

6.2 After a collision the key is stored elsewhere: open adressing.

6.3 The table is designed to store various keys at the same address: chained

hashing.

6.1 Perfect Hash Function

A perfect hash function is a mapping from the set K of keys into the address space

of table T without collisions. This can only be attempted when the set of keys

that is to be placed is known in advance. Examples of these are keywords of

a specific programming language, or a dictionary of most occurring words in a

natural language.

With such a perfect hash function h it is possible to test membership in K in

constant time (plus the time needed to compare two keys), assuming h(w) can be

computed in constant time for any possible key w. We can use the observation

that w ∈ K iff T (h(w)) contains w.

An example. Cichelli computes the set of 36 keywords of the programming

language Pascal as an example of the method. He proposes an hash function for

strings of the form h(w) = |w|+ v(first(w))+ v(last(w)), where v is a mapping

from characters to integers, and first(w) and last(w) are the first and last letters of

w. Suitable values can usually be found using clever backtracking.

8The C++ STL has set and map as implementations for Set and Dictionary where the keys are

stored in order (from small to large). Typically this is done using some kind of balanced tree. It

also has unordered_set and unordered_map where this order is not respected. Typically

this is done using hash-tables, the topic of this chapter.
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Example 6.1. An example is the set of keywords in the programming language

Pascal. The letters of the alphabet get their value according to the following table.

Letters not mentioned get value 0.

a b c f g h i l m n p r s t u v w y

11 15 1 15 3 15 13 15 15 13 15 14 6 6 14 10 6 13

Thus, for example h(case) = 4+1+0 = 5. Also h(label) = 5+15+15 = 35.

We get the following table.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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♦

References. R.J. CICHELLI. Minimal Perfect Hash Functions Made Simple,

Communications of the ACM 23 17–19 (January 1980)

6.2 Open Addressing

With this method we have an array T[M] of M possible slots, each which can hold

just a single key (or more precisele for Dictionaries a single key-value pair). The

hash function h returns the intended address of the key. Collisions are resolved

by looking for an alternate unused location in the array. The process of checking

at various locations for an empty slot is called probing. The probing sequence for

each key K is fixed, but depends on the specific hash method and its parameters.

We discuss several variants: linear, quadratic, and double hashing.

The operation ISELEMENT checks whether a key is present, and is imple-

mented by following the probing sequence for the key. It is succesful if the key

is found, it is unsuccesful when we happen to hit an empty slot (we can conclude

the key is not present as it would have been stored at that position).

Both the INSERT (add a key, or key-value pair) and the RETRIEVE (for a Dic-

tionary, find the value for a give key) operations follow the same path over the

address space. INSERT is successful if an empty slot is found, and the key is

stored (and needs special attention if we find the key instead, we do not allow

duplicate keys); RETRIEVE on the contrary fails if we discover an empty slot.

There are several ways to choose the probe sequence h(K,0) = h(K),h(K,1),
h(K,2), . . . , i.e, the sequence of addresses that are checked consecutively. Note

we theoretically wish to make this sequence a permutation of the addresses in

the table, as we want to visit each address exactly once. In practise however we
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sincerely hope that the number of visits is bounded by a constant to fulfil the

promise of hashing.

(1) With linear probing we search for an available position (or the key itself) in

the positions immediately before the original address: for key K after i ≥ 0 steps

we check address h(K, i) = h(K)− i (mod M). Recall that M is the table size.

The probe sequence wraps to the last element when we failed at the 0’th position,

because of the modulo. Mind the negative sign.

Unfortunately linear probing is sensitive to primary clustering: segments of

occupied spots are filling the table. Note that larger segments have a larger prob-

ability to grow: each collision to one of the elements in the cluster means that the

new key will end up in the free position just before the cluster.

This means we have to be extremely careful that the input distribution of keys

will not form clusters using the chosen address function. As an example: variable

sequences like help1, help2, help3 are common, and they should not be

placed at consecutive places in the hash table as that would already start a cluster.

Example 6.2. We use a table T [11] to store integers and hash-function h(K) = K

(mod 11) using linear hashing. We add the keys 60(5), 29(7), 74(8), 38(5), 19(8),

23(1), 40(7) (in that order) to an empty table. Here the values in parentheses are

the computed hash values: for example 60 = 5 ·11+5 ≡ 5 (mod 11).
The keys 60, 29, and 74 are stored on their intended addresses, the address

determined by the hash-function. Then we have a collision of key 38 at slot 5. We

try one slot to the left, and place 38 at 4.

Key 19 again is in collision at 8, and is placed after two more probes at slot 6.

Key 40 cannot be placed at address 7, and we need several steps to find a free

slot at 3.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

38 60
38

29 74

23 38 60 19 29 74
19

23 40 38 60 19 29
40

74

♦

Sometimes it might be a good idea to change the step size for linear hashing

from 1 to another constant c. That can be done provided that c has no divisors in

common with the table size M.
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It might seem that large c is profitable as it will jump over clusters. The prob-

lem is that with c 6= 1 the clusters are not formed in consecutive cells.

Example 6.3. Starting with h(K, i) = (K mod 10)−3i we have the following ta-

ble. One needs many steps to find 65.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

65 32 43 55 72 19
The reason is that the table is one big cluster, visible when we show the neigh-

bours relative to the step size 3.

0 3 6 9 2 5 8 1 4 7

65 43 72 19 32 55

This is actually equivalent to h′(K, i) = (7K mod 10)− i.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

65 43 72 19 32 55
In this last version of the table, the cluster that does not appear to be present

in the first version, is plainly visible.

♦

(2) Ideally we would like to use a random permutation r0 = 0,r1,r2, . . . of all

addresses to avoid primary clustering and visit the slots as h(K, i) = h(K)− ri

(mod M). It is however hard to devise a random sequence for every table size. A

solution which is close to randomness is quadratic probing. Here the squares are

used to substitute random numbers: 0,±12,±22,±32,±42, . . . . Technically it can

only be guaranteed this forms a permutation of the address space if M is a prime

number, which is 3 (mod 4).
This avoids primary clustering, but still all keys at a given address follow the

same path, a phenomenon called secondary clustering.

Example 6.4. We use a table T [11] to store integers and hash-function h(K) = K

(mod 11) using quadratic hashing. We add the keys 60(5), 29(7), 74(8), 38(5),

19(8), 23(1), 40(7) (in that order) to an empty table. Again in parentheses are the

computed hash values.

The steps we take, each time starting from the initial address (not the last

address) are +1,−1,+4,−4,+9,−9, . . . ,
The keys 60, 29, and 74 are stored at free addresses immediately as we have

no synonyms. Then we have a collision of key 38 at slot 5. The slot 5−1 = 4 is

free so we store 38 there.

Key 19 again is in collision at 8, and we try at 8−1 = 7, and then 8+1 = 9 is

free. No problems for 23.

Key 40 cannot be placed at address 7, but we find a slot at 7−1 = 6.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

38 60
38

29 74

23 38 60 29 74 19
19

23 38 60 40 29
40

74 19

♦

(3) Double hashing. In this method we use a second hash function to determine

the step size. This probe function p(K) must be ‘independent’ from h(K) so that

keys hashed to the same address do not follow predictable paths.

The step sequence equals h(K, i) = h(K)− i · p(K) (mod M). As mentioned

with linear probing, the values of p must be relatively prime to the table size M.

Example 6.5. We repeat Example 6.2 now using the probe function p(K) = (K
mod 4)+1. This leads to five different step sizes for each location. Note the table

size is a prime, so the step sizes do not have a divisor with the table size.

The keys 60, 29, 74, 38, 19, 23 and 40 have the following hash values h(K)
and p(K):

Key 60 29 74 38 19 23 40 K

Address 5 7 8 5 8 1 7 h(K) = K mod 11

Step size 1 2 3 3 4 4 1 p(K) = (K mod 4)+1

The table is filled in a similar way as before, except we now have different

sized steps when looking for a free spot.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

38 60
38

29 74

23 38 19 60 29 74
19

23 38 19 60 40 29
40

74

Observe that we have a cluster of five keys stored in a contiguous interval. This

is however not always a cluster from the viewpoint of each key. When looking for

key 30 (hash value 8, step 3) we first look at 8, then 8−3 = 5, 2 and finally 10.

The last slot is empty and shows key 30 is not in the table.

♦
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linear hash
secund clust
double hash

Figure 15: Expected number of steps for the three hash methods with open adress-

ing, both successful and unsuccessful searches. Horizontal axis represents the

load factor α .

Expected number of steps. According to Knuth we have the following ex-

pected number of steps for three hashing methods above, and both unsuccessful

search (or adding) and successful search. The variable α represents the load fac-

tor, the fraction of occupied slots in the table. It determines the expected number

of probes to find or store a key in the table.

We give the function values where α = 0.5−0.8. Not too bad at 50% it seems.

find / successful add / unsuccessful

linear 1
2
(1+ 1

1−α ) 1.5–3 1
2
(1+ 1

(1−α)2 ) 2.5–13

secondary 1+ ln( 1
1−α )− α

2
1.4–2.2 1

1−α −α + ln( 1
1−α ) 2.2–5.8

double 1
α ln( 1

1−α ) 1.4–2.0 1
1−α 2–5

Note that for open adressing we have to choose a table size that is appropriate

for the number of expected keys! If the load factor α reaches 1 the table starts to

behave like a unordered list.

What to remember of this? Finding is faster than adding (because we stop

early along the path). Double is faster than secundary, which is faster than linear.

Avoid large load factors. (But do not memorize the exact functions given here. . . )

Deletion. Removing a key to make room for another one is a bad decision in

open hash tables. If the key K is on the search path for another key K′ between its

home address and the slot where it was placed, we will conclude the key K′ is not

present after removal of K.
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Usually a wise solution is to use lazy deletion, by marking the slot as ’deleted’.

When searching for a free slot we can use it as if empty, when searching for a given

key we pretend it is in use (by another key).

6.3 Chaining

Instead of storing keys directly in the table, here we keep a linked list of keys for

each table element. That means that collision is solved by adding the new elements

to the list at the hash address. We can choose to just add the new elements at the

beginning of the list or to keep the list ordered (which is slightly faster when

searching elements not in the table).

Example 6.6. Consider the table T [11] of size 11 and the address function h(K) =
K mod 11. After adding the keys 60,29,74,38,19,23 and 40 the table looks as

follows (assuming we store the keys in ascending order).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Λ
❄

23

Λ

Λ Λ Λ
❄

❄

38

60

Λ

Λ
❄

❄

❄

❄

29

40

Λ

19

74

Λ

Λ Λ

♦

6.4 Choosing a hash function

A good hash function h(K) should be

• fast to compute, and

• randomly distribute the keys over the table.

One of the main concerns is to counteract any expected ‘behaviour’ of the

keys. If we hash bank account numbers, several digits might be predictable in case

the number includes a code for the bank. If we hash student accounts, the initial

digits might represent year or discipline. If we hash variables we might expect

sequences like x1, x2, . . . , that should not be hashed on consecutive addresses.

We mention some techniques. We assume the key is in fact a (possibly large)

number. Any string can be read as number.
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Division. Return the key modulo the table size (as we have done in several ex-

amples). When the table size is a power of two, then division amounts to choosing

the last bits of the key, see Extraction. This seems to have good results when the

table size is prime (or without small divisors).

Folding. The key is chopped into parts, which are then added/xor-ed. The result

is then again returned modulo the table size.

Mid-squaring. Take the square of the key, and select the middle bits as result

(assuming the table size is a power of two). In several contexts squaring behaves

rather randomly. Take care when the key contains many zeros at its start or end.

Extraction. The address is computed based on selected bits of the key. These

bits should be as random as possible, and preferably not be somewhat predictable

like year or check-bits.

Example 6.7. Developing a good hash function is hard work. In professional

context it should be fast and very thoroughly mix the bits of a key. The resulting

code matches the architecture of the processor to achieve speed. Just as illustration

we give MurmurHash, on which google’s CityHash is based, in Figure 16.

♦

For double hashing we also choose a second hash function p(K) (the probe

function, which determines the step size). As discussed earlier that function

should have no divisors in common with the table size (to ensure we visit all ad-

dresses) and it should be independent of the address function (to avoid secundary

clustering).

Note that passwords are usually stored using hash functions. Examples of

these are MD5 (Message Digest Algorithm 5) or SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm).

To check the given password it is hashed and compared with the stored value.

Needless to say such hashes must be very unpredictable.

Wikipedia gives the example MD5("Pa’s wijze lynx bezag vroom het fikse

aquaduct") = b06c0444f37249a0a8f748d3b823ef2a, while MD5("Ma’s wi-

jze lynx bezag vroom het fikse aquaduct") = de1c058b9a0d069dc93917eefd61f510

.

References. See DROZDEK Chapter 10: Hashing.

See LEVITIN Section 7.3: Hashing.

See CLRS Chapter 11: Hash Tables.
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MurmurHash

%%!! BEGIN*
%%!! >\begin{Verbatim}[frame=single,label=MurmurHash,fontsize=\tiny]

Murmur3_32(key, len, seed)

// integer arithmetic with unsigned 32 bit integers.

c1 := 0xcc9e2d51

c2 := 0x1b873593

r1 := 15

r2 := 13

m := 5

n := 0xe6546b64

hash := seed

for each fourByteChunk of key

k := fourByteChunk

k := k * c1

k := (k << r1) OR (k >> (32-r1))

k := k * c2

hash := hash XOR k

hash := (hash << r2) OR (hash >> (32-r2))

hash := hash * m + n

with any remainingBytesInKey

\\ (also do Endian swapping on big-endian machines.)

remainingBytes := remainingBytesInKey * c1

remainingBytes := (remainingBytes << r1) OR (remainingBytes >> (32 - r1))

remainingBytes := remainingBytes * c2

hash := hash XOR remainingBytes

hash := hash XOR len

hash := hash XOR (hash >> 16)

hash := hash * 0x85ebca6b

hash := hash XOR (hash >> 13)

hash := hash * 0xc2b2ae35

hash := hash XOR (hash >> 16)

Figure 16: MurmurHash as presented on Wikipedia
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Opgave

Beschouw hashen in een zgn. ‘open’ hashtabel met twee hash-functies h en

p. Het i+ 1-ste bezochte adres h(K, i) is zoals gewoonlijk h(K)− i · p(K)
(modulo M).

a) Welke twee punten zijn belangrijk bij de keuze van de adresfunctie h ?

Waarop moeten we letten bij de keuze van de stapfunctie (probe function)

p?

b) Welke twee soorten clustering onderscheiden we bij hashen met open adresser-

ing? Geef een korte beschrijving.

c) In een tabel T[0..10], dus M = 11, worden achtereenvolgens de sleu-

tels 10, 22, 31, 4, 15, 28, 17, 88, 59 geplaatst, met adresfunctie h(K) =
K mod 11 en lineair hashen (stapgrootte 1).

Laat zien welke tabel ontstaat, maar geef op een overzichtelijke manier ook

alle plekken waar de sleutels geprobeerd worden.

d) Idem, nu met een stapfunctie p(K) = 1+(K mod 10).

Jan 2015
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7 Pattern Matching

In this section we study how to locate a string in a relatively long text. The string

we try to find is called the pattern.

Naive approach. We start by the straightforward approach, aligning the first

characters of pattern and text and compare the consecutive letters one by one. At

a mismatch we shift the pattern one to the right and start again at the first character

of the pattern, again compairing the letters one by one.

Example 7.1. We try to locate pattern P = ‘ABCABABC’ in text T which starts

with ‘ABABCABCABABCC. . . ’. arrows indicate matches, crosses the first mis-

match at that position.

1

T = ABABC. . .

↑ ↑×
P = ABCAB. . .

3

⇒

2

ABABCAB. . .

×
ABCABA. . .

1

⇒

3

ABABCABCAB. . .

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑×
ABCABABC. . .

6

⇒

4

ABABCABC. . .

×
ABCAB. . .

1

⇒

5

ABABCABC. . .

×
ABCA. . .

1

⇒

6

ABABCABCABABCC. . .

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
ABCABABC

♦

This set-up might take long on special examples like P = AmB and T = AnB.

Each iteration all letters A of pattern P are matched, while in the last letter B is

not found in the text. Then the pattern is shifted by one. The method compares all

letters of P to all letters of P, and thus is of complexity O(m ·n).

7.1 Knuth-Morris-Pratt

Features:

• linear time preprocessing pattern to find failure links.

• search will never back-up in text

If (during the naive implementation of pattern matching) a mismatch occurs at the

k-th position of the pattern, we start again with the first position of the pattern at

the next position of the text. We know however that the first k−1 positions of the

pattern match the text when we tested the pattern at the previous position. We can

use this knowledge to predict how the pattern matches at the next position, basi-

cally by matching the pattern against itself as a preprocessing step. This approach
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is used in the KMP algorithm: if the shifted pattern does not match the pattern

then the shifted will not match the text.

Example 7.2. We consider again the pattern P = ‘ABCABABC’, and assume a

mismatch has been made at position 8. We match the 7-letter prefix ABCABAB

against itself. We observe that the first possible match is when the first and last

two letters of the prefix are aligned.
ABCABAB .

×
. ABCABAB

ABCABAB .

×
. . ABCABAB

ABCABAB .

×
. . . ABCABAB

ABCABAB .

×
. . . . ABCABAB

ABCABAB .

. . . . . ABCABAB

From this we conclude: if a mismatch occurs at position 8 then we can shift

the pattern such that the present position of the text aligns with position 3 of the

pattern. Always, regardless of the text. It is not useful to shift less.

♦

The failure link at position k for the pattern P is the maximal r < k such that

P1 . . .Pr−1 = Pk−r+1 . . .Pk−1. Thus, when during the matching process an error

occurs at position k, we can only expect a new match if we continue the match of

the pattern at the position indicated by the failure link and the present position of

the text.

For k = 1 we set the failure link equal to 0. If an error occurs at the first

position, we have to shift the pattern by one position to the right and continue at

the first position of the pattern at the next position of the text.

Note that the failure link does not take into account which letter was missed,

so we do not verify whether or not Pk = Pr. This means that if an error occur we

may shift the pattern to a new position with the same letter that was rejected in the

step before.

Example 7.3. We determine ‘by hand’ the failure links for the pattern of our

running example. For every position we show which is the longest prefix which

matches a suffix at the position. (We learn an efficient algorithm later.)
2

A

. A

1

3

AB

. . AB

1

4

ABC

. . . ABC

1

5

ABCA

. . . ABCA

2

6

ABCAB

. . . ABCAB

3

7

ABCABA

. . . . . ABCA

2

8

ABCABAB

. . . . . ABCABAB

3

Hence we obtain the following table of failure links.

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

P[k] A B C A B A B C

FLink[k] 0 1 1 1 2 3 2 3
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A B C A B A B C

skip to next

letter in text
match mismatch fail

♦

The following pseudo-code searches the text using the KMP algorithm assum-

ing the failure links are already obtained.
KMP search

// using failure links

Pos = 1 // position in pattern

TPos = 1 // position in text

while ((Pos <= PatLen) and (TPos <= TextLen))

do

if (P[Pos] == Text[TPos])

then Pos ++;

TPos ++;

else Pos = FLink[Pos]

if (Pos == 0) // next position in text

then Pos = 1

TPos ++;

fi

fi

od

if (Pos > PatLen) // found?

then Pattern found at position TPos-PatLen in Text

fi

Example 7.4. We locate the known pattern P= ‘ABCABABC’ in text T = ‘ABAB CABC ABAB ABC. .

using the algorithm of Knuth-Morris-Pratt and the failure links obtained above.

1 3

T = ABABC. . .

↑ ↑×
P = ABCAB. . .

3

⇒

3 8

ABABCABCAB. . .

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑×
ABCABABC. . .

1 6

⇒

6 8 13

BCABCABAB A BC. . .

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑×
ABCABAB C

3 8

⇒

(1) Pattern at position 1. First two positions match with text. Mismatch at

position 3 of pattern. Failure link at 3 equals 1.

(2) Put 1st position of pattern at present position 3 in text. Positions 3–7 of

text match positions 1–5 of pattern. Mismatch at position 6 of pattern. Failure

link at 6 equals 3.

(3) Put 3rd position of pattern at present position 8 in text. Thus the pattern

now starts at position 6 in text, but we do not reconsider the first two positions

of the pattern: we know they already match the text. Continue comparing letters
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at position 3 of pattern and position 8 of text. Mismatch at position 8 of pattern,

position 13 of text. Failure link at 8 equals 3.
13

CABA B ABC..

×
AB C ABABC

3

⇒

13

BA B ABC..

×
A BCABABC

1

⇒

14

BAB A BC..

↑ ↑ ↑
A BCABABC

1

⇒

(4) Continue comparing letters at position 3 of pattern and current position 13

of text. Immediate mismatch at position 3. Failure link at 3 equals 1.

(5) Put 1st position of pattern at present position 13 in text. Immediate mis-

match. Failure link at 1 equals 0.

(6) Move to next position 14 in text, and compare to 1st position of pattern.

Three matches in a row. (But we do not know continuation of text, so stop here.)

♦

Constructing the failure links. We now present the algorithm to efficiently

construct the failure link table of a pattern. In words, at each position pos we

try to locate the letter P[pos-1] from the previous position following the failure

links, starting at Flink[pos-1], the failure link of the previous position.
computing KMP failure links

Pos = 1 // position in pattern

FLink[1] = 0

for Pos = 2 to PatLen

do Fail = FLink[Pos-1]

while ( (Fail > 0) and (P[Fail] != P[Pos-1]) )

do Fail = FLink[Fail]

od

FLink[Pos] = Fail+1

od

Example 7.5. In our example pattern P = ‘ABCABABC’ we construct FLink[7]

at Pos=7, based on the previous links. Fail = Flink[6] = 3. But P[3] 6= P[6]. So

we follow the Flink at that position: Fail = Flink[3] = 1. As P[1] = P[6] we stop

and set Flink[7] = Fail+1 = 2.

♦

Correctness. Consider the set of all positions t < k such that P1 . . .Pt−1 =Pk−t+1 . . .Pk−1,

i.e., all prefixes of P1 . . .Pk−1 that are also a suffix of that string. Assume t0 <
t1 < t2 < .. . is this sequence. By definition t0 = FLink[k]. We claim that ti =
FLink[ti−1]. This follows from the fact that P1 · · ·Pti−1 = Pk−ti+1 . . .Pk−1 is a prefix

of P1 · · ·Pti−1−1 but also a suffix of Pk−ti+1
· · ·Pk−1.
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t1 t0 k

P1 · · ·Pt1−1 Pk−1+1 · · ·Pk−1

P1 · · · Pt0−1 Pk−t0+1 · · · Pk−1

Note that if we delete the last letter from a string that is both a prefix and

suffix before position k + 1 (as we look for in the failure links) then we get a

prefix/suffix at position k. If we now want to find the failure link P at position

k+1, i.e., the longest prefix of P1 . . .Pk which is also a suffix of P1 · · ·Pk, then we

try to extend the possible prefix/suffixes of P1 . . .Pk−1 by the letter Pk, i.e., we test

whether Pt = Pk for the values t as above. Thus we follow the failure links for the

previous position, like in the algorithm.

t1 t0 k k+1

Improving the failure links. A failure link may point to the same character

that has been rejected in the previous step, thus P[k] = P[FLink[k]]. This

happens in the example ABCABABC where FLink[5] = 2. If a mismatch occurs

at position 5 (because the text does not have a B) in the next step we will again

check a B (the one at position 2) That is a consequence of the fact that we did not

look at the character itself when constructing failure links. This can be fixed in

one simple sweep over the array of failure links. (It can also be done in the failure

link construction itself, but to me that is slightly confusing.) Note the inner loop

is a simple if, it is not necessary to use another while as the failure link at the

previous position already points to a different letter.
improving KMP failure links

for Pos = 2 to PatLen

do if ( P[Pos] == P[FLink[Pos]] )

then FLink[Pos] = FLink[FLink[Pos]]

fi

od

Example 7.6. Improving failure links in the running example, before and after.

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

P[k] A B C A B A B C

FLink[k] 0 1 1 1 2 3 2 3

FLink′[k] 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 1

♦
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Complexity. The total complexity of determining the failure links is linear (in

the length of the pattern). In a single step we might have to follow a sequence of

failure links, but on this averages over a sequence of operations. The argumant

follows the ideas of amortized complexity analysis. The value of Fail over the

various loops may go down several times, but in total cannot be decreased more

than it is increased, which is once for every letter of the pattern, in the instruction

FLink[Pos] = Fail+1 which sets the Fail for the next letter.

References. D. KNUTH, J.H. MORRIS, V. PRATT: Fast pattern matching in

strings. SIAM Journal on Computing 6 (1977) 323–350. doi:10.1137/0206024.

For fun (and education) read Section 7, Historical remarks "The pattern-matching

algorithm of this paper was discovered in a rather interesting way"

See CORMENLRS Section 32.4: The Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm

See DROZDEK Section 13.1.2: The Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm

7.2 Aho-Corasick

The algorithm of Aho-Corasick builds on KMP, but instead considers a finite set

of strings that are searched in parallel. The set of strings is stored in a trie. Failure

links from one string in the pattern can end somewhere in one of the other strings.

They are computed like for KMP, but breadth-first.

1 2 3

a
b

c

4

b

5

a

6 12

c

7

b

8

ba

9

a

10

a

11

a

(Quote from colleague in paper: “A massive thanks [..] for pointing us to

the Aho-Corasick algorithm which resulted in a speed-up of several orders of

magnitude.”)

References. ALFRED V. AHO, MARGARET J. CORASICK: Efficient string match-

ing: An aid to bibliographic search. Communications of the ACM 18 (June 1975)

333–340. doi:10.1145/360825.360855

See DROZDEK Section 13.1.6: Matching Sets of Words
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7.3 Comparing texts

Originally written for a course in Molecular Computational Biology.

The similarity (or rather dissimilarity) between two strings can be measured in

the number of operations needed to transform one into the other. There are three

basic operations we consider here: changing one character into another, inserting

a character, or deleting a character. In the context of molecular biology these

operations correspond to mutations (point mutations or insertions and deletions)

in the genome.

When we assume that no two operations take place at the same position (like

changing a character, then removing it) the operations used to transfer one string

into another can be represented by an alignment of the two strings. Corresponding

symbols are written in columns, marking positions where a symbol was deleted

or inserted with a dash in the proper position.

Example 7.7. We have recreated an example of alignment given at wikipedia. It

consists of sequences AAB24882 and AAB24881, and was generated using the

ClustalW2 tool at the European Bioinformatics Institute, where all settings were

left as default. The symbol * in the bottom row indicates that the two sequences

are equal at that position, whereas : and . indicate decreasing similarity of the

amino acids at that position.

82 TYHMCQFHCRYVNNHSGEKLYECNERSKAFSCPSHLQCHKRRQIGEKTHEHNQCGKAFPT 60

81 --------------------YECNQCGKAFAQHSSLKCHYRTHIGEKPYECNQCGKAFSK 40

****: .***: * *:** * :****.:* *******..

82 PSHLQYHERTHTGEKPYECHQCGQAFKKCSLLQRHKRTHTGEKPYE-CNQCGKAFAQ- 116

81 HSHLQCHKRTHTGEKPYECNQCGKAFSQHGLLQRHKRTHTGEKPYMNVINMVKPLHNS 98

**** *:***********:***:**.: .*************** : *.: :

♦

Formally an alignment of strings x and y over alphabet Σ is a sequence of letter

vectors,
(

x1

y1

)(
x2

y2

)
. . .

(
xℓ
yℓ

)
, with xi,yi ∈Σ∪{ε} and

(
xi

yi

)
6=
(

ε
ε

)
such that x= x1x2 . . .xℓ

and y= y1y2 . . .yℓ. Note that ℓ≤ |x|+ |y|. Usually the empty string ε is represented

by a dash −.

Given two sequences x and y it is an algorithmic task to determine the align-

ment where the number of operations involved has been minimal, counting the

number of positions in the alignment where the two rows have unequal content.

This value is called the edit distance of x and y.

In general one considers a weighted version of this problem by adding a scor-

ing system. This in general consists of a similarity matrix σ (or substitution ma-

trix) specifying a value σ(a,b) for all a,b in the alphabet (representing the cost of
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changing a into b) and gap-penalty σ(a,−) and σ(−,b) for deleting a or insert-

ing b. Thus the score for the general alignment above is given by ∑ℓ
1=1 σ(xi,yi),

where the empty string ε is equated with the dash −.

Given a scoring system, the similarity of strings x and y is defined to be the

maximal score taken over all alignments of x and y. An alignment that has this

score is called an optimal alignment of x and y.

In simple examples the distances are given by just three values, one fixed value

(typically positive) for matches σ(a,a), one (typically negative) for mismatches

σ(a,b), a 6= b, and one (also negative) for the ‘insdels’ (insertions and deletions)

σ(a,−) and σ(−,b). This latter is sometimes referred to as the gap penalty.

Example 7.8. The scoring system on the alphabet {A,C,G,T} of nucleotides is

defined here by the values +2 and −1 for match and mismatch, and −1 for gaps.

For the strings TCAGACGATTG and TCGGAGCTG a possible alignment is

TCAG - ACG - ATTG

TC - GGA - GC - T - G

It consists 7 matches and 6 insdels, so its score is 14−6 = 8.

Similarly, the alignment

TCAGACGATTG

TCGGA - GCT - G
consists of 6 matches, 2 mismatches, and 2 insdels. Consequently the score

is 12−2−2 = 8. Both alignments have the same score, and the similarity of the

strings is at least 8.

♦

As stated above, one usually has σ(a,a)> 0. In some applications also σ(a,b)
may be positive when a and b are different (but have some similarity). For in-

stance, the BLOSUM62 scoring system, used for amino acids, has this feature. In

general σ will be symmetric: σ(a,b)= σ(b,a). In the sequel the value for insdels

is assumed to be given by a fixed gap penalty g ≤ 0, which does not depend on

the symbol that is deleted or introduced.

As noted above, an alignment gives at most a single operation at each position,

which seems reasonable in general. Consider the case where deleting A and C

costs −5 and −2, respectively, whereas substituting A by C costs −2. Now the

two operations A → C → − have total cost −4 which is better than the direct

deletion of A. In such a case the algorithms of this section will compute the

optimal alignment, however this might not correspond to the optimal score set of

operations from one string to the other. Usually the scoring system avoids this

kind of problems.
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Global Alignment Given a pair of strings x and y over an alphabet Σ and a

scoring system for Σ, we want to compute the similarity of x and y, and an optimal

alignment for the strings.

We use a dynamic programming approach for this problem. The algorithm

computes the similarity for each pair of prefixes of the two strings starting with

short prefixes, storing the values in a table, and reusing them for the longer pre-

fixes. When the scores of the partial alignments are determined, the second phase

starts. The alignment itself is computed from the numbers stored, working back-

wards. This is called a traceback. In the context of molecular biology this method

is known as the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm.

A recursive implementation of the problem is easily given. Consider the last

position of an optimal alignment of strings xa and yb. We have only three possi-

bilities:
(−

b

)
,
(

a
b

)
, or

(
a
−
)
. Hence the similarity of x and y, the value sim(xa,yb) of

an optimal alignment is found by recursively computing

sim(xa,yb) = max







sim(xa,y) + g

sim(x,y) + σ(a,b)
sim(x,yb) + g

Boundary values (when one of the sequences is empty) can be obtained from the

identities sim(xa,ε) = sim(x,ε)+g, and sim(ε,ε) = 0.

Let x = x1 . . .xm and y = y1 . . .yn be two strings that we want to align. Denote

the value of the optimal alignment of the prefixes x1 . . .xi and y1 . . .y j by A[i, j], to

stay close to programming style. (In our program strings start at position 1, index

i = 0 or j = 0 corresponds to the empty string.)

The first phase of the algorithm computes the values A[i, j] as follows. The

value of the optimal alignment, the similarity of x and y, can be found as A[m,n].

A[i,0] = i ·g 0 ≤ i ≤ m

A[0, j] = j ·g 0 ≤ j ≤ n

A[i, j] = max







A[i, j−1] + g

A[i−1, j−1]+ σ(xi,y j)
A[i−1, j] + g

1 ≤ i ≤ m,1 ≤ j ≤ n

For the second phase, traceback, we assume that for each position (i, j) in the

matrix A the cases were stored for which the value of that element was obtained,

either (i, j− 1), (i− 1, j− 1), or (i− 1, j) – as the three cases in the maximum,

representing
(−

y j

)
,
(

xi

y j

)
, or

(
xi

−
)
. Now start at the bottom-right position (m,n), and

return to the cell of the matrix that resulted in that value. This is repeated until the

first cell (0,0) is reached. In many cases the maximum was obtained not for one

of the arguments, but for two or even three arguments. In that case we can choose
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to store just a single of these, or to store all of them, and trace all alignments rather

than single one.

Alternatively, the trace is not followed from stored values, but is recomputed

from the values in the matrix at the current position A[i, j] and three neighbouring

positions A[i−1, j], A[i−1, j−1], and A[i, j−1].

Complexity. We assume the given strings have length m and n, respectively.

The matrix takes space O(mn), and computing all its elements takes time O(mn).
The traceback is computed in time O(m+ n). If we do not need the alignment

itself, but only its score, it is not necessary to store all elements of the matrix but

only the last column (or last row). This reduces the space complexity to O(m),
but time complexity still is O(mn).

Example 7.9. Global alignment of TTCAT and TGCATCGT with scoring system

match 5, mismatch -2, and insdel -6.

A graph represention the problem is as below. The task is to find the optimal

path from top-left to bottom-right, where the costs of traversing an edge are related

to the label of the edge (negative values represent costs, while positive values

can be seen as rewards). Bold diagonal edges represent matches, horizontal and

vertical edges represent insdels.
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The following matrix is computed by the dynamic programming algorithm. It

indicates that the score of the optimal global alignment equals 0.

− T G C A T C G T

− 0 −6−12−18−24−30−36−42−48

T −6 5 −1 −7−13−19−25−31−37

T −12 −1 3 −3 −9 −8−14−20−26

C −18 −7 −3 8 2 −4 −3 −9−15

A −24−13 −9 2 13 7 1 −5−11

T −30−19−15 −4 7 18 12 6 0
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The alignment itself can be traced back from the final position, following in-

coming edges that represent the direction over which the maximal score was ob-

tained. These edges and a possible traceback are as follows, giving the alignment

T - - - T C A T

T G C A T C G T

+5 -6 -6 -6 +5 +5 -2 +5

T

T

−
G

−
C

−
A

T

T

−
T

−
C

−
G

T

T

−
T

T

T

T

−
T

G

T

C

−
C

T

A

−
A

T

T

−
C

−
G

T

T

−
T

C

−
C

G

C

−
C

C

−
A

−
T

C

C

−
G

−
T

A

−
A

G

A

−
A

−
A

A

−
T

−
C

A

G

−
G

A

T

−
T

T

T

T

−
T

G

T

−
T

−
T

−
T

T

−
C

−
G

T

T

−
T

T

−

T

−

C

−

A

−

T

−

−
T

−
G

−
C

−
A

−
T

−
C

−
G

−
T

Two other alignments with optimal score can be read from the diagram.

TTCA - - - T

TGCATCGT

TTCAT - - -

TGCATCGT

♦

Edit Distance. The edit distance between two strings, also called Levenshtein

distance, counts the minimum number of operations to change one string into

the other. Possible operations are inserting or deleting a character, as well as

changing a character into another. This corresponds with alignment with match

score 0, while mismatch and insdel are both −1.

LCS. A string z is a subsequence of string x if z can be obtained by deleting

symbols from x. Formally z is a subsequence of x = x1 . . .xm if we can write

z = xi1xi2 . . .xik for i1 < i2 < · · ·< ik. A longest common subsequence of strings x

and y is a string z of maximal length such that z is subsequence of both x and y.

Although z itself may not be unique, the length of a longest common subsequence

of given strings is.

The problem of finding a longest common subsequence can be answered by

computing the alignment where match is rewarded by +1 while mismatch and

insdel penalty are both 0.

A T T G C C − A − − T T

A − T − C C A A T T T T
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Figure 17: Global versus local alignment.

Local Alignment Global alignments attempts to align every character in both

sequences. This is useful when the sequences are similar and of roughly equal

size. In some cases one expects only parts of the strings to be similar, e.g., when

both strings contain a common motif. In such cases one tries to find segments of

both strings that are similar, using local alignment (known as Smith-Waterman).

This uses a simple adaptation of the global approach, and is the main topic of this

section.

Another variant is when one wants to determine whether one string can be

seen as extending the other, following a partial overlap. This is motivated by

sequence reconstruction based on a set of substrings. Also this can be solved by

an adaptation of the dynamic programming technique.

Given two strings x and y, and a scoring system, we want to find substrings x′

and y′ (of x and y respectively) such that the similarity of x′ and y′ is maximal.

The main difference with the global version of the algorithm is that we can

forget negative values. Whenever a partial alignment reaches a negative value it is

reset to zero. As we want to find substrings with maximal alignment we can drop

the pieces that give negative contribution. In the same vein the value of the local

alignment is not found in the bottom-right corner of the matrix, but rather it is the

maximal value found in the matrix. Indeed, extending the maximum alignment

will add negative contribution to the value so far obtained, and this part is skipped

when stopping at the maximum.

This means we obtain the following algorithm for the computation of local

alignment. It differs in two aspects from global alignment. The initialization sets

the borders to zero (not the multiples of the gap penalty), and the maximum for the

computation of the non-border cells now includes zero, to avoid negative values.
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A[i,0] = 0 0 ≤ i ≤ m

A[0, j] = 0 0 ≤ j ≤ n

A[i, j] = max







A[i, j−1] + g

A[i−1, j−1]+ σ(xi,y j)
A[i−1, j] + g

0

1 ≤ i ≤ m,1 ≤ j ≤ n

Example 7.10. Local alignment of ATTCAT and TGCATCGT with scoring sys-

tem match 2, mismatch -1, and insdel -1.

The following matrix is computed by the dynamic programming algorithm.

It indicates that the score of the optimal local alignment equals 7, which is the

maximal value in the matrix.

− T G C A T C G T

− 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0

T 0 2 1 0 1 4 3 2 2

T 0 2 1 0 0 3 3 2 4

C 0 1 1 3 2 2 5 4 3

A 0 0 0 2 5 4 4 4 3

T 0 2 1 1 4 7 6 5 6

Tracing back the matrix from the maximal position until a zero is reached one

finds one of the following alignments.

TTCAT

TGCAT

T - CAT

TGCAT

♦

Semi-Global Alignment. In some contexts we are interested in specific overlap

between the strings x and y. For instance, when we have a set of (overlapping)

random segments of a long string we may reconstruct the original long string using

the segments, after we have determined their order using the overlap between the

strings. Hence we are interested in determining the maximal overlap consisting of

a suffix of x and a prefix of y. As another example when y is much shorter than x

it is not very useful to consider the global alignment of x and y to find the possible

position of y within x. See Fig. 18 for a pictorial representation of these two cases.
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max

max

Figure 18: Semi-global alignment: finding overlap or containment.

Both these cases share a property with local alignment that gaps at the begin-

ning or the end of one of the strings should not be penalized. As a consequence

these problems can be solved in a similar manner. Where initial gaps are free we

can include this in the initialization phase of the algorithm (see local alignment),

not counting the gap panelty in the first row or column of the matrix. Where final

gaps are free we solve this in the final phase of the algoritm. The solution then is

not found in the bottom-right cell, but rather is the maximal value on either bottom

row or rightmost column.
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7.4 Other methods

The method of Boyer-Moore also takes into account the letters seen in the text

at a mismatch. Moreover it works backwards, starting from the last letter of the

pattern. If the last letter of the pattern does not fit the letter in the text, and that

letter does not occur in the pattern at all, then we can shift the pattern completely

over its present interval. Except for finding the first occurrence of the pattern in

a string one might ask related questions, like how many instances of pattern can

be found in text, or what is the longest string that appears at least twice in text.

This leads to a surprising efficient data structure that preprocesses the text (not the

pattern), called Suffix Tree and Suffix Array.
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Opgave

a) Bij het algoritme van Knuth-Morris-Pratt berekenen we failure links voor

ieder van de posities in het patroon dat we zoeken. Wat weten we van het

patroon als gegeven is dat de failure link van positie k gelijk is aan r?

b) Bereken op efficiënte wijze de failure links voor het patroon P = abacaaba.

c) We zoeken naar P in de tekst T = abab caab aaab acab acaa baba

(hier staan de spaties louter voor de leesbaarheid). Geef nauwkeurig aan

hoe het zoeken volgens het KMP-algoritme gebeurt. Welke letters worden

telkens met elkaar vergeleken?

d) Geef een voorbeeld van een type patroon waar KMP significant sneller

werkt dan het naïeve algoritme.

(Het naïeve algoritme om patronen in een tekst te zoeken werkt als volgt: we

leggen het patroon aan het begin langs de tekst en we vergelijken patroon

en tekst letter voor letter. Wanneer er verschil optreedt, schuiven we het

patroon één letter verder en we beginnen opnieuw.)

Mrt 2016
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Standard Reference Works

Some of the sections carry references to chapters of the following books. Other

references may carry a DOI or digital object identifier linking to the original paper

of a certain data structure or algorithm. These papers are not always open access.

Some can be retrieved within the university.

The Leiden University course DATASTRUCTUREN 2016 is based on the books

by Drozdek and Weiss. Some logically fitting topics are skipped, as they were part

of the predecessor course ALGORITMIEK which uses the book by Levitin.

T.H. CORMEN, C.E. LEISERSON, R.L. RIVEST, C. STEIN. Introduction to Al-

gorithms (3rd ed.). MIT Press and McGraw-Hill 2009.

A. DROZDEK. Data Structures and Algorithms in C++, 4th / International Edition.

Cengage Learning 2013.

D.E. KNUTH. The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 1: Fundamental Al-

gorithms, 2nd ed., Volume 3: Sorting and Searching. Addison-Wesley, Reading,

MA, 1973.

A. LEVITIN. Introduction to the Design and Analysis of Algorithms. (2nd Edi-

tion) Pearson International 2007. [This is not the latest edition]

M.A. WEISS. Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++ (4th edition). Pear-

son 2014.
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